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The Riksbank hereby provides the following regulations on the basis of
Chapter 6, Article 9 of the Sveriges Riksbank Act (1988:1385).
In connection with the regulations, which are divided into articles, the
Riksbank has provided the following general guidelines. These are preceded
by the heading General guidelines.

Content and definitions
Article 1. These regulations contain provisions for certain financial corporations and branches concerning the reporting of financial market statistics
to the Riksbank for statistical purposes, and on reporting data the Riksbank
considers necessary to follow developments in the foreign exchange and
credit markets, and to oversee the stability of the payment system.
General guidelines
The obligation to provide information under these regulations is
sanctioned by provisions on penalties and fines pursuant to Chapter 6,
Article 9 and Chapter 11, Articles 2a and 3 of the Sveriges Riksbank
Act (1988:1385).
References to Articles refer to Articles 2 to 31 in the present part
of these regulations, unless otherwise indicated. The same applies to
references in the Appendices. When a reference in an Appendix refers
to an Article in the same Appendix, this is indicated by the expression
“this Appendix”.
Article 2. These regulations apply to the following institutions:
1. limited liability banks, savings banks and cooperative banks pursuant to Chapter 1, Article 5, points 3, 15 and 16, of the Banking
and Financing Act (2004:297),
2. credit market corporations pursuant to Chapter 1, Article 5, point
13, of the Banking and Financing Act (2004:297),
3. the Swedish Ships’ Mortgage Bank (Svenska Skeppshypotekskassan),
4. securities companies with authorisation to trade on their own behalf
and to both grant customers credit and receive customers’ funds
in accounts, this referring to authorisation pursuant to Chapter 2,
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Article 1, point 3 and Article 2, points 2 and 8 of the Securities
Market Act (2007:528),
5. electronic money institutions pursuant to Chapter 1, Article 2,
seventh paragraph of the Electronic Money Act (2011:755), which
are principally engaged in financial intermediation in the form of
issuing electronic money.
6. pension savings institutions pursuant to Chapter 1, Article 2, point
3 of the Individual Pension Savings Act (1993:931),
7. Swedish branches of foreign corporations which correspond to
institutions referred to in points 1, 2, 4, 5 or 6.
General guidelines
The term ”institution” is used as a generic term for the corporations and
branches which have an obligation to report to the Riksbank pursuant
to these regulations.
Article 3. These regulations contain provisions pertaining to the following
reports:
1. The MFI report, balance sheet statistics in accordance with the
special information requirements set out in Appendix 1a-h,
2. Interest rate statistics, statistics of deposit and lending rates in
accordance with Appendix 2,
3. RUTS reporting, foreign claims and liabilities in accordance with
Appendix 3a-c,
4. BIS Derivatives in accordance with Appendix 4,
5. Individual pension savings - RIPS in accordance with Appendix 5.
General guidelines
Under the heading ”Specific provisions per report”, the Riksbank sets
out the criteria that determine whether an institution shall submit a
specific report.

Specific provisions per report
The MFI report
Who shall report and report frequency
Article 4. Institutions set out in Article 2, points 1-5 and 7, with the exception of Swedish branches of foreign institutions pursuant to point 6, shall
prepare and submit an MFI report for each calendar month.
If the Riksbank’s assessment is that this will not risk the quality of the
statistics, institutions whose overall contribution amounts to no more than
0.5 per cent of the combined total balance sheets of the institutions with an
obligation to report may instead prepare and submit a statistical report for
each year. Institutions whose overall contribution amounts to more than
0.5% but no more than 5.0% of the combined total balance sheets of the
institutions with an obligation to report may instead prepare and submit a
statistical report for each quarter.
The delimitation pursuant to the second paragraph is determined for
each calendar year on the basis of the situation as on 30 September of the
immediately preceding year.
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General guidelines
Pursuant to Article 2, first paragraph, point 7, branches of foreign
corporations in Sweden shall be classified as institutions.
This paragraph states that new institutions arriving after the date
indicated in the third paragraph shall submit a statistical report for each
month. Pursuant to Article 31, the Riksbank may allow such institutions
to submit a statistical report with lower frequency.
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Form and content of the MFI report
Article 5. The statistical report shall contain a special balance sheet showing the institution’s assets, liabilities, capital and certain special items in
accordance with Appendix 1a. The report shall also contain specifications
of assets, liabilities and counterparties in accordance with Appendix 1b.
Purchased, acquired or securitised, sold and divested loans shall be reported
in Appendix 1c. Institutions administering loans for what are known as
Financial Vehicle Corporations, FVCs, shall report these in Appendix 1d.
The statistical report shall also contain revaluations of certain balance sheet
items in accordance with Appendix 1f-g. Institutions which are housing
credit institutions shall also provide a breakdown of lending by type of
collateral in accordance with Appendix 1h.
If the institution has foreign branches, the statistical report shall contain
1. a special balance sheet, specifications and revaluations in accordance with the first paragraph for the institution including
foreign branches, in which balances with foreign branches are
eliminated, and
2. a special balance sheet, specifications and revaluations in accordance with the first paragraph for the combined position of the
foreign branches (branch report), and
3. a compilation of the institution’s combined balances with its own
foreign branches in accordance with Appendix 1e (balances with
own branches) and revaluations of balances with own branches
in accordance with Appendix 1g.
The branch report eliminates balances between different branches and
balances between branches and the parent company.
For the MFI report, Articles 4-12, the general provisions in these regulations and the provisions in Appendix 6a-h shall apply.
General guidelines
In specifications of counterparties, money market funds, together with
other mutual funds and special funds, shall be treated as counterparties
even though they are not legal entities.
In determining which institutions are housing credit institutions,
Article 6, Appendix 6c shall be observed.
In addition to the balance sheet and specifications (including the
activities of branches), which an institution with foreign branches
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shall prepare pursuant to the second paragraph, point 1, the institution
shall, pursuant to the second paragraph, point 2, prepare corresponding
documents for own branches abroad. If an institution has several branches, these shall be combined and reported together on one balance sheet
in accordance with Appendix 1a-h.
Branches shall also be combined for the compilation of balances
with own branches in accordance with Appendix 1e and revaluations of
the balances in accordance with Appendix 1g. In the branch report, all
branches shall be combined, with balances between different branches
excluded.
For additional guidelines on how the MFI report shall be compiled,
the Statistics Sweden document, “Instructions for the MFI form” (Instruktioner för MFI-blanketten), is applied.
Article 6. For the content of the statistical report, the provisions in the
Annual Accounts Act (1995:1559) for Credit Institutions and Securities
Companies (ÅRKL) and Finansinspektionen’s regulations and general
guidelines (FFFS 2008:25) on annual accounts in credit institutions and
securities companies shall apply, unless otherwise indicated in these
regulations.
Treatment of certain assets and liabilities on the balance sheet of the
MFI report
Article 7. Claims and liabilities shall be reported as gross amounts.
General guidelines
This provision entails that the scope for net accounting which exists in
accordance with International Accounting Standard (IAS) 32, points
42-50, such as for contracts which are to be settled on payment versus
delivery basis in clearing operations pursuant to Chapter 1, Article 5,
point 6 of the Securities Market Act (2007:528), shall not apply to the
balance sheet of the statistical report.
However, the Article does not entail an exemption from the rules on
the reporting of hedging (cf. IAS 39, points 71-102), which also applies
to the statistical report.
Nor does this Article entail an exemption from accounting rules to
the effect that repurchased own issued securities and liabilities shall
be deducted from the liabilities item (cf. Article 17 of Appendix 1 to
FFFS 2008:25).
Article 8. Lending, deposits and borrowing amounts shall be reported at
their nominal value.
General guidelines
The term “nominal value” refers to the capital sum a debtor is, under
contract, liable to pay back to the creditor. Differences arising as a result
of this provision are reported as account adjustments under Other assets,
if under assets and under Other liabilities, if liabilities.
Deposits and borrowing here refer to other deposits and loans than
issues of transferable securities.
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Article 9. Accrued interest on assets shall be reported under the item Deferred costs and accrued incomes. Accrued interest on liabilities shall be
reported under the item Accrued costs and deferred incomes.
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General guidelines
The Article entails that accrued interest may not be reported together
with the main item in the statistical report, which is a deviation from
FFFS 2008:25.
Article 10. Subordinated liabilities in the form of loans shall be reported
as deposits and borrowing.
General guidelines
The Article entails that subordinated liabilities in the form of deposits and
borrowing (not subordinated debentures) shall be reported together with
other deposits and borrowing, which is a deviation from FFFS 2008:25.
Article 11. Derivative instruments with a positive market value shall be
reported under the item Other assets, Derivative instruments. Derivative
instruments with a negative market value shall be reported under the item
Other liabilities, Derivative instruments.
Securities in the form of hybrid instruments which contain embedded
derivatives shall, in their entirety, be reported as debt securities.
General guidelines
The Article entails that derivatives may not be reported together with
the underlying instruments in the statistical reporting. An exemption is
made for securities in the form of hybrid instruments with embedded
derivatives which shall, in their entirety, be reported as debt securities.
These provisions constitute a deviation from FFFS 2008:25.
When the MFI report shall be submitted
Article 12. The MFI report shall be submitted to Statistics Sweden no later
than the ninth business day after the end of the reporting period referred
to in Article 4.

Interest rate statistics
Who shall report and report frequency
Article 13. The Riksbank determines for each calendar year which
institutions shall report interest rate statistics. The Riksbank makes its
selection from the institutions which, pursuant to Article 4, shall report
each calendar month. The conditions as on 30 September of the immediately preceding year form the basis for the decision. Institutions
selected by the Riksbank shall prepare and submit a statistical report for
each calendar month.
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Form and content of the interest rate statistical report
Article 14. The interest rate statistical report shall contain data on deposits and lending amounts and rates for Swedish non-financial companies,
households and households’ non-profit organisations for loans and deposits
denominated in SEK. Data shall be reported both for all outstanding loans
and all outstanding deposits and for new agreements during the period in
accordance with Appendix 2. The interest rate statistical report does not
include positions held by an institution’s foreign branches.
For the interest rate statistical report, in addition to Articles 13-16 and
the general provisions in these regulations, Articles 6-10 and the provisions
in Appendix 7 shall apply.
Interest rates on outstanding lending and deposits and new agreements
shall be calculated as a volume-weighted mean value.
General guidelines
Pursuant to Article 9, accrued interest may not be reported under the
deposits, borrowing or lending items, i.e. it shall not be included in the
interest rate statistics.
For additional guidelines on how to compile the interest rate statistical report, Statistics Sweden’s document, “Instructions for interest
rate statistics forms” (Instruktioner för räntestatistikblankett) applies.
How to report interest rates in the report
Article 15. Interest rates shall be reported in per cent using four decimal
places.
When the interest rate statistical report shall be submitted
Article 16. The interest rate statistical report shall be submitted to Statistics Sweden no later than the eleventh business day after the end of the
reporting month.

RUTS (Reporting of foreign assets and liabilities)
Who shall report and report frequency
Article 17. The Riksbank decides for each calendar year which institutions
shall report RUTS statistics as well as which RUTS reports each individual
institution shall submit. The Riksbank makes its selection from the institutions which, pursuant to Article 4, shall report each calendar month. The
conditions as on 30 September of the immediately preceding year form the
basis for the decision. Institutions selected by the Riksbank shall prepare
and submit a statistical report for each quarter.
Form and content of the RUTS report
Article 18. The RUTS report shall contain data about an institution’s
foreign and Swedish claims and liabilities in accordance with Appendix
3a, RUTS Locational. If an institution has foreign branches, these shall
both be included in the report of the parent company (main report) and in
a corresponding separate report that includes the combined position of all
foreign branches. The main report includes the parent company’s balances
6

with branches, but balances between branches are eliminated. The branch
report eliminates balances between branches and the parent company.
The report shall also contain data from Swedish-owned institutions regarding consolidated claims vis-à-vis foreign and Swedish counterparties in
accordance with Appendix 3b, RUTS Consolidated. Foreign branches are
included in the report. Balances with branches and subsidiaries obligated
to report, pursuant to the following paragraph, shall be eliminated.
Institutions with EU subsidiaries which are monetary financial institutions or non-EU subsidiaries which meet the definition of a monetary
financial institution shall also prepare a report for each subsidiary in accordance with Appendix 3b. Balances with own branches, other subsidiaries
obliged to report, the parent company and its branches are eliminated. In
their reporting, the subsidiaries shall include branches and subsidiaries that
are monetary financial institutions or their equivalent.
Foreign-owned institutions shall, in addition to reporting in accordance
with Appendix 3a, also report claims in the home country in accordance with
Appendix 3c, RUTS Consolidated, claims on the home country. Balances
with the parent company are included.
For the RUTS report, in addition to Articles 17-19 and the general provisions in these regulations, Articles 6-10, and for RUTS Locational also
Article 11, shall apply unless otherwise specified.
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General guidelines
Pursuant to Article 11, derivatives shall be reported under Other claims
and Other liabilities in RUTS Locational. Pursuant to Article 9, accrued
interest in RUTS Locational shall not be reported together with the main
item but shall instead be reported under the item Accrued/prepaid items
for each specification of claims and liabilities.
Accrued interest shall be reported under the item Accrued/prepaid
items for the claims reported in RUTS. Derivatives with positive market
values are reported in RUTS Consolidated, according to ultimate risk, in
the column Derivatives at market value, with an exception being made
for credit derivatives in which the institution is seller of protection,
which shall be reported under guarantees at notional value.
For additional instructions on how to compile the RUTS report, Statistics Sweden’s document “Instructions for reporting foreign assets and
liabilities – RUTS forms” (Instruktioner för rapportering av utländska
tillgångar och skulder – RUTS-blanketterna) applies.
When the RUTS report shall be submitted
Article 19. The RUTS report shall be submitted to Statistics Sweden no
later than the final business day of the month following the quarter to
which the report refers.

BIS Derivatives
Who shall report and report frequency
Article 20. The Riksbank determines for each calendar year which institutions shall report BIS derivatives. The Riksbank makes its selection from
the institutions which, pursuant to Article 4, shall report each calendar
7
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month. Institutions selected by the Riksbank shall prepare and submit a
statistical report for each six-month period.
BIS Derivatives, form and content of the report
Article 21. BIS Derivatives shall contain data about an institution’s holdings of derivative instruments in accordance with Appendix 4. The part of
Appendix 4 referring to Triennial survey is only reported every third year.
BIS Derivatives are reported including branches and subsidiaries with all
intra-group positions eliminated.
How amounts shall be reported in BIS Derivatives
Article 22. Amounts shall be reported in USD million in accordance with
the exchange rate on the balance sheet date.
When BIS Derivatives shall be submitted
Article 23. BIS Derivatives shall be submitted on a six-monthly basis, with
an extended version submitted every third year. Statistics Sweden informs
affected institutions at every reporting date which version of the report
shall be submitted. The report shall be submitted the first business day
immediately following 14 February for the end of December the previous
year and the first business day immediately following 14 August for the
end of June the current year.

Individual pension savings - RIPS
Who shall report and report frequency
Article 24. Institutions pursuant to Article 2, point 6, and Swedish branches
of foreign pension saving institutions shall prepare and submit a statistical
report for each quarter.
Form and content of the RIPS report
Article 25. The statistical report shall contain data about the opening balance of the assets related to its pension savings activities, changes during
the reporting period and the closing balance in accordance with Appendix 5.
When the RIPS report shall be submitted
Article 26. The RIPS report shall be submitted to Statistics Sweden no
later than the final business day of the month following the quarter to
which the report refers.

General provisions for monetary and financial statistics
How amounts and numbers shall be reported in the statistical reports
Article 27. Amounts in statistical reports shall be reported in thousands
of Swedish kronor (SEK thousand) unless otherwise indicated in the
provisions in Articles 4-26 and Appendices 1–7. The amounts shall be
stated without decimal places and rounded to the nearest SEK thousand.
Amounts below SEK 500 shall be rounded down to 0. Number of units
shall be reported as whole numbers.
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General guidelines
The requirement in this Article that the statistical reports shall be prepared in Swedish kronor means that amounts must be converted for
corporations or branches which, pursuant to Chapter 4, Article 6 of
the Accounting Act (1999:1078) draw up their accounts in a foreign
currency. As a consequence of Article 6, rules shall be applied for the
conversion and correspond to those for accounting (cf. Chapter 4, Article
6, of ÅRKL). This means that conversion shall, as a general rule, take
place in accordance with the exchange rate on the balance sheet date.
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How the statistical reports shall be submitted
Article 28. Reports shall be submitted electronically or in writing.
General guidelines
Statistical reports should be submitted electronically.
Filing of submitted data
Article 29. The institution shall keep data submitted for at least two years
from the reporting date.
General guidelines
It follows from this Article that copies of corrections and other changes
to submitted data which the institution makes shall also be kept for two
years after the end of the reporting period to which the data refers.
The institution shall be able to provide corrections of earlier submitted
data on request up to two years after the reporting period.
Contact information
Article 30. The institution shall provide details of one or more contact
persons.
General guidelines
Contact details are to be left with Statistics Sweden and it may be expedient to do this in conjunction with electronic reporting. In the event
of leave and other absences, Statistics Sweden shall be informed of the
replacement for the ordinary contact person.
Exemptions from the regulations
Article 31. The Riksbank may allow exemptions from these regulations
in exceptional circumstances.
________
These regulations and guidelines shall enter into force on 1 December 2014.
The provisions shall be applied for the first time to the statistical report
to be submitted in December 2014 concerning positions on 30 November
2014. For institutions or statistical reports with a reporting frequency other
than every month, the provisions shall be applied for the first time on the
reporting date which, in accordance with these regulations, immediately
follows this date.
This enactment repeals the Riksbank’s regulations and general guidelines
(RBFS 2010:1) on the reporting by institutions of financial market statistics.
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Special balance sheet

SPECIAL BALANCE SHEET, Month / Quarter / Annual
Stocks
Item no.

Assets
Cash and balances with central banks (T1)

101

Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing (T2)

102

Loans (T3)

103

of-which non-performing loans (T3 Oreglerade)
Loan loss provisions (T4)

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

(./.)

Transfer risk provisions

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

103T
1041

(./.)

1042

Bonds and other debt securities (T5)

105

Shares and participation rights (T6)

106

Intangible fixed assets

109

Tangible assets (T7)

110

Subscribed capital not yet paid

111

Other assets (T7)

113

Deferred costs and accrued incomes (T8)

114

Assets

120

Balancing residual item from branches

1001

Total assets

100

Item no.

Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Deposits and borrowing (S1)

201

Debt securities issued (S2)

203

Other liabilities (S3)

204

Accrued costs and deferred incomes (S4)

205

Provisions

206

Debenture loans (S2)

207

Untaxed reserves

208

Share capital/basic fund/capital contributed

209

Premium reserve

210

Revaluation reserve

211

Other reserves

212

Profit or loss brought forward

213

Accrued result

214

Shares issued in money market funds (S5)*

215

Total liabilities, provisions, reserves and capital

220

Balancing residual item from branches

2001

Total assets

200

* Only to be reported by money market funds (money market investment funds).
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Spec T1

Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 101 Cash and balances with central banks
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Cash and balances with central banks

101

Cash (coins and bank notes)

1011

Counterparties in Sweden

10121

Cheques and money orders in transit

101211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1012111

Counterparties in EMU countries

1012225

Central banks

1012211

Counterparties in other EU countries

10125

Public postal giros

1012525

Central banks

1012511

Counterparties in other countries
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10122

Public postal giros

10123

Public postal giros

1012335

Central banks

1012311

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

RBFS 2014:2
Spec T2

Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 102 Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing

1)

Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing

102

Counterparties in Sweden

10201

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank) 2)

1020111

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Counterparties in EMU countries

10202

Central banks

1020211

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
102022

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Central governments

1020221

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Federal governments

1020222

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Municipalities

1020223

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Social security funds

1020224

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

Other foreign
currencies

1020122

Maturity up to 1 year

General government excl. central banks

Other EU currencies

1020121

Maturity up to 1 year

Local governments

Euro

102029

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Spec T2
Counterparties in other EU countries

10205

Central banks etc.

1020511

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government excl. central banks

102052

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

102059

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Counterparties in other countries

10203

Central banks

1020311

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government excl. central banks

102033

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

102039

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

1)

Maturity for treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing refers to the original maturity.

2)

This category includes the Riksbanks' money market papers.

3)

Also other MFI/Bank issued paper should be included if they are eligible for refinancing according to the national law.

The maturity here refers to the time from issuance to due date (not the interest rate fixation period).
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Spec T3 Sector

Stocks/Assets

Specification of item no. 103 Loans. Counterparties.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Loans

103

Counterparties in Sweden

10301

Monetary financial institutions

103011

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1030111

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank
Banks

1030118

1030113

Housing credit institutions

1030114

Other monetary credit market companies

1030115

Money market funds

1030116

Monetary securities companies

1030117

Other monetary financial institutions

1030119
103012

The Swedish National Debt Office

1030121

Local governments

1030122

Municipalities

10301221

County councils

10301222

Social security funds

1030123

Central government excluding SNDO

1030129

Other
Non-monetary investment funds

103019
1030131

Non-monetary securities companies

1030132

Insurance corporations

10301331

Pension funds

10301332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

1030135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI
Financial auxiliaries

1030139
10301391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

10301392

Investment companies

10301393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

10301394

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

10301395

Other Financial intermediaries

10301399

Non-financial corporate sector

103014

Local government-owned

1030142

Tenant-owner associations

1030144

Other non-financial corporations

1030149

Households, etc.

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

1030112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

General government

Euro

103015

Entrepreneurial households

1030151

Other households

1030152

Non-profit inst. serving households

1030153
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Spec T3 Sector
Counterparties in EMU countries

10302

Monetary financial institutions

103021

Central banks

1030211

Money market funds

1030216

Other monetary financial institutions

1030214

General government excl. central banks

103022

Central governments

1030221

Federal governments

1030222

Municipalities

1030223

Social security funds

1030224

Other

103029

Insurance corporations

10302911

Pension funds

10302912
1)

Non-monetary investment funds

1030297

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

1030298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1030292

Non-financial corporate sector

1030293

Households

1030294

Non-profit inst. serving households

1030295

Counterparties in other EU countries

10305

Monetary financial institutions

103051

Non-MFIs

103058

General government excl. central banks

103052

Non-financial corporate sector

1030593

Households, etc.

1030596

Other
1)
Counterparties in other countries

1030599

Monetary financial institutions / banks

103031

Non-MFIs / non-bank
General government excl. central banks

103038

10303

103033

Non-financial corporate sector

1030393

Households, etc.

1030396

Other

1030399

For sector and country breakdown of international organizations, see the Instructions
Loans is to be valued to the nominal value, i.e. the capital sum that a debtor is under contract liable to pay back to the creditor.
Accrued interest is to be reported on Spec T8.
1)

International organisations are to be reported under counterparties in other countries.
For more information, please see "Guidelines to the MFI form".

Stocks/Assets

Specification of item no. 103 Loans. Loans to MFI within the group
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

MFI within the group in Sweden

103011KC

MFI within the group in EMU-countries

103021KC

MFI Within the group in other EU-countries

103051KC

MFI/bank within the group in other countries

103031KC

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

This does not concern balancing residual item from branches as they are reported on Spec branch balances (mother) and
balancing residual item (branch).
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Stocks/Assets
1)
Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Certain counterparties and maturities.

Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Loans

103

Counterparties in Sweden

10301

Monetary financial institutions

103011

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1031111

Repurchase agreements

1035111

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032111
1039111

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

1030118

Overnight loans

1031118

Repurchase agreements
Overdrafts and revolving loans

1035118

Other loans

1032118
1039118

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
General government
The Swedish National Debt Office

BD
103012
1030121

Overnight loans

1031121

Repurchase agreements

1035121

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032121

Other loans

1039121

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Local governments

BD
1030122

Overnight loans

1031122

Repurchase agreements

1035122

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032122

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039122
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Social security funds

BD
1030123

Overnight loans

1031123

Repurchase agreements

1035123

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032123

Other loans

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

1030111

Overnight loans

Other loans

Euro & EMU
currencies

1039123

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD
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Central government excluding SNDO

1030129

Overnight loans

1031129

Repurchase agreements

1035129

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032129

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039129
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Other
Non-monetary investment funds

BD
103019
1030131

Overnight loans

1031131

Repurchase agreements

1035131

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032131

Other loans

1039131

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

BD
1030132

Overnight loans

1031132

Repurchase agreements

1035132

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032132

Other loans

1039132

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Insurance Corporations

10301331

Overnight loans

10311331

Repurchase agreements

10351331

Overdrafts and revolving loans

10321331

Other loans

10391331

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Pension funds

10301332

Overnight loans

10311332

Repurchase agreements

10351332

Overdrafts and revolving loans

10321332

Other loans

10391332

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Financial Vehicle Corporations (FVC)

1030135

Overnight loans

1031135

Repurchase agreements

1035135

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032135

Other loans

20

1039135

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD
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Other financial corporations, non-MFI
Overnight loans

1030139
1031139

Repurchase agreements

1035139

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032139

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039139
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-financial corporate sector

BD
103014

Overnight loans

103114

Repurchase agreements

103514

Overdrafts and revolving loans

103214

Other loans

103914

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

BD
103015
1030151

Overnight loans

1031151

Repurchase agreements

1035151

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032151

Other loans

1039151

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Other households

BD
1030152

Overnight loans

1031152

Repurchase agreements

1035152

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032152

Other loans

1039152

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-profit inst. serving households

BD
1030153

Overnight loans

1031153

Repurchase agreements

1035153

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032153

Other loans

1039153

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD
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Counterparties in EMU countries

10302

Monetary financial institutions

103021

Overnight loans

103121

Repurchase agreements

103521

Overdrafts and revolving loans

103221

Other loans

103921

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
General government excl. central banks
Central governments

BD
103022
1030221

Overnight loans

1031221

Repurchase agreements

1035221

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032221

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039221
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Federal governments

BD
1030222

Overnight loans

1031222

Repurchase agreements

1035222

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032222

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039222
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Municipalities

BD
1030223

Overnight loans

1031223

Repurchase agreements

1035223

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032223

Other loans

1039223

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Social security funds

BD
1030224

Overnight loans

1031224

Repurchase agreements

1035224

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032224

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months
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1039224
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD
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Other
Insurance corporations

103029
10302911

Overnight loans

10312911

Repurchase agreements

10352911

Overdrafts and revolving loans

10322911

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

10392911
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Pension funds

BD
10302912

Overnight loans

10312912

Repurchase agreements

10352912

Overdrafts and revolving loans

10322912

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

10392912
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-monetary investment funds 2)

BD
1030297

Overnight loans

1031297

Repurchase agreements

1035297

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032297

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039297
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Financial Vehicle Corporations, FVC

BD
1030298

Overnight loans

1031298

Repurchase agreements

1035298

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032298

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039298
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BD
1030292

Overnight loans

1031292

Repurchase agreements

1035292

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032292

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039292
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-financial corporate sector

BD
1030293

Overnight loans

1031293

Repurchase agreements

1035293

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032293

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039293
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD
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Households

1030294

Overnight loans

1031294

Repurchase agreements

1035294

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032294

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039294
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Non-profit inst. serving households

BD
1030295

Overnight loans

1031295

Repurchase agreements

1035295

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032295

Other loans
Maturity up to 3 months

1039295
AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Counterparties in other EU countries

BD

Monetary financial institutions

103051

10305

Overnight loans

103151

Repurchase agreements
Other loans

103551

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs

103951
A
B
103058

Overnight loans

103158

Repurchase agreements

103558

Other loans

103958

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year
Counterparties in other countries

B

Monetary financial institutions / banks

103031

10303

Overnight loans

103131

Repurchase agreements
Other loans

103531

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs / non-bank

103931
A
B
103038

Overnight loans

103138

Repurchase agreements
Other loans

103538

Maturity up to 1 year

103938
A

B
Maturity over 1 year
1)
Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.
2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Central counterparties (CCP). Repurchase agreements.
Item no.

Repurchase agreements
Counterparties in Sweden
Central counterparties (CCP)
Counterparties in EMU countries
Central counterparties (CCP)
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SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

103513911
10352921

Euro & EMU
currencies

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Spec T3 Spec. of maturity

Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Original and remaining maturity. 1)
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Counterparties in Sweden
Non-financial corporate sector

103014A

Original maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

103014BA

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year

W
103014BB

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

U

Remaining maturity over 2 years
Households, etc.

V
103015

Original maturity up to 1 year

103015A

Original maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

103015BA

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year

W

Remaining maturity over 2 years

103015BB

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

U

Remaining maturity over 2 years
Counterparties in EMU countries
Non-financial corporate sector

V
1030293

Original maturity up to 1 year

1030293A

Original maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

1030293BA

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year

W

Remaining maturity over 2 years

1030293BB

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

U

Remaining maturity over 2 years
Households, etc.

V
1030296

Original maturity up to 1 year

1030296A

Original maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

1030296BA

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year

W

Remaining maturity over 2 years

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

103014

Original maturity up to 1 year

Remaining maturity over 2 years

Euro

1030296BB

Remaining maturity up to 1 year

T

Remaining maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

U

V
Remaining maturity over 2 years
1)
Maturity here refers to the interest rate fixation period of the loan, both for original and remaining maturity.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Lending. Breakdown by collateral.
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Counterparties in Sweden
Non-financial corporate sector

103014

Financial instruments

1A3014

One-to-two family dwelling

1B3014

Condominiums

1C3014

Tenant-owner apartments

1D3014

Multi-dwelling building

1E3014

Agricultural buildings

1F3014

Other properties

1G3014

Floating charges

1H3014

Central government guarantee

1J3014

Local government guarantee

1K3014

Other guarantee

1L3014

Other collateral

1M3014

Unsecured credits

1N3014

Overnight loans

103114

Repurchase agreements

103514

Entrepreneurial households

1030151

Financial instruments

1A30151

One-to-two family dwelling

1B30151

Condominiums

1C30151

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30151

Multi-dwelling building

1E30151

Agricultural buildings

1F30151

Other properties

1G30151

Floating charges

1H30151

Central government guarantee

1J30151

Local government guarantee

1K30151

Other guarantee

1L30151

Other collateral

1M30151

Unsecured credits

1N30151

Overnight loans

1031151

Repurchase agreements

1035151

Other households

1030152

Financial instruments

1A30152

One-to-two family dwelling

1B30152

Condominiums

1C30152

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30152

Multi-dwelling building

1E30152

Agricultural buildings

1F30152

Other properties

1G30152

Floating charges

1H30152

Central government guarantee

1J30152

Local government guarantee

1K30152

Other guarantee

1L30152

Other collateral

1M30152

Unsecured credits

1N30152

Overnight loans

1031152

Repurchase agreements

1035152
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Non-profit institutions serving households

1030153

Financial instruments

1A30153

One-to-two family dwelling

1B30153

Condominiums

1C30153

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30153

Multi-dwelling building

1E30153

Agricultural buildings

1F30153

Other properties

1G30153

Floating charges

1H30153

Central government guarantee

1J30153

Local government guarantee

1K30153

Other guarantee

1L30153

Other collateral

1M30153

Unsecured credits

1N30153

Overnight loans

1031153

Repurchase agreements
Counterparties in EMU countries
Non-financial corporate sector

1035153
1030293

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

1Q30293

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30293

Other properties

1G30293

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30293

Other collateral

1M30293

Overnight loans

1031293

Repurchase agreements

1035293

Households

1030294

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

1Q30294

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30294

Other properties

1G30294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30294

Other collateral

1M30294

Overnight loans

1031294

Repurchase agreements

1035294

Non-profit institutions serving households

1030295

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

1Q30295

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30295

Other properties

1G30295

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30295

Other collateral

1M30295

Overnight loans

1031295

Repurchase agreements

1035295
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Stocks/Assets

Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Collateral and maturity 1)
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Swedish households

103015

Entrepreneurial households

1030151

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30151

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30151

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other collateral, incl. overnight loans and repos

1X30151

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other households
One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

1030152
1Q30152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other collateral, incl. overnight loans and repos

1X30152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Households in EMU countries
One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

1030294
1Q30294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Tenant-owner apartments

1D30294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other properties

1G30294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

1R30294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other collateral, incl. overnight loans and repos

1)

1Q30151

Maturity up to 1 year

1X30294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.
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Non-housing loans with collateral in real estate or tenant-owner apartments 1)
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Swedish households

103F15

Entrepreneurial households

103F151

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

103F152
1Q3F152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Tenant-owner apartments

1D3F152

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Households in EMU countries
One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

103F294
1Q3F294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Tenant-owner apartments

1D3F294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Other properties

1)

1D3F151

Maturity up to 1 year

Other households

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

1Q3F151

Maturity up to 1 year

Tenant-owner apartments

Euro

1G3F294

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.
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Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Credit card loans.
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Credit card and delayed debit card loans

103K

Counterparties in Sweden

103K1

Non-financial corporate sector
Convenience credit card credit
Extended credit card credit
Households, etc.
Convenience credit card credit
Extended credit card credit
Other

103L14
103M14
103K15
103L15
103M15
103K199
103L199

Extended credit card credit
Counterparties in EMU countries

103M199

Convenience credit card credit
Extended credit card credit
Households, etc.
Convenience credit card credit
Extended credit card credit
Other
Convenience credit card credit
Extended credit card credit
Counterparties in other EU countries

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

103K14

Convenience credit card credit

Non-financial corporate sector

Euro

103K2
103K293
103L293
103M293
103K296
103L296
103M296
103K299
103L299
103M299
103K5

Convenience credit card credit

103L5

Extended credit card credit
Counterparties in other countries

103M5

Convenience credit card credit

103L3

Extended credit card credit

103M3

103K3

Other includes Monetary financial institutions, non-financial corporations and General government among
other sectors.

Number of cards (units)
Item no. Number, units

Credit cards and delayed debit cards

903K

Convenience credit card credit refers to card credits where no interest accrues from having used the card to having
paid the next invoice arriving. Extended credit card credits refer to card credits that was not paid with the next
invoice arriving after having used the card, usually with interest accrues on the credit. The same physical card can
therefore have both a part convenience credit and a part extended credit at the same time.
The counterpart is the entity liable to repay the amounts outstanding to the credit institution.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Breakdown by type of credit.
Item no

Utilised/Outstanding amount in SEK thousands
Swedish kronor

Loans to non-MFI in Sweden and abroad

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

10307

Factoring credits

103N7

Hire purchase credits

103P7

Contract credits

103Q7

Promissory note credits

103R7

Other credits

103X7

Off-balance sheet items
Outstanding undrawn credit facilities (credit lines)
Item no

Undrawn credit facilities

1)

10X

Counterparties in Sweden

10X01

Monetary financial institutions

10X011

General government

10X012

Other
Non-monetary investment funds

10X019
3)

10X0131

Non-monetary securities companies

10X0132

Insurance corporations

10X01331

Pension funds

10X01332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

10X0139

Non-financial corporate sector

10X014

Households, etc.

10X015

Counterparties in EMU countries

10X02

Monetary financial institutions

10X021

General government

10X022

Other
Non-monetary investment funds

Amount in
thousands

10X029
3)

10X0297

Insurance corporations

10X02911

Pension funds

10X02912

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

10X0292

Non-financial corporate sector

10X0293

Households, etc.

10X0296

Counterparties in other EU countries

10X05

Monetary financial institutions

10X051

Non-MFI

10X058

Counterparties in other countries

10X03

Monetary financial institutions/Banks

10X031

Non-MFI / non-banks

10X038
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Off-balance sheet items
Trade financing of off-balance sheet items
Item no

Trade financing of off-balance sheet items2)

10Z

Counterparties in Sweden

10Z1

Monetary financial institutions

10Z11

Non-MFI

10Z19

Counterparties in EMU countries

10Z2

Monetary financial institutions

10Z21

Non-MFI

10Z29

Counterparties in other EU countries

10Z5

Monetary financial institutions

10Z51

Non-MFI

10Z58

Counterparties in other countries

10Z3

Monetary financial institutions / Banks

10Z31

Non-MFI / Non-banks

10Z38

1)

Swedish kronor,
thousands

Undrawn credit facilities are agreements to lend, purchase securities, provide guarantees or acceptance in accordance with

Directive 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 regarding off-balance sheet items with medium risk, medium-low-risk and low-risk
2)

Trade financing of off-balance sheet include letters of credit, opened or confirmed in accordance with Directive 2013/36/EU

and Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 regarding off-balance sheet items with medium risk, medium-low-risk and low-risk
3)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Syndicated loans.

Item no. SEK thousand

Syndicated loans
Counterparties in Sweden

Swedish kronor

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

103S1

Monetary financial institutions
General government

103S11

Non-financial corporate sector

103S14

Other
Counterparties in EMU countries

Euro

103S12

103S199
103S2

Monetary financial institutions

103S21

General government excl. central banks

103S22

Non-financial corporate sector

103S293

Other

103S299
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Non-performing loans
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Non-performing loans1)

103T

Counterparties in Sweden

103T1

Monetary financial institutions

103T11

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

103T111

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

103T118

General government

103T12

The Swedish National Debt Office

103T121

Local governments

103T122

Social security funds

103T123

Central government excluding SNDO

103T129

Other

103T19

Non-monetary investment funds

103T131

Non-monetary securities companies

103T132

Insurance corporations

103T1331

Pension funds

103T1332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

103T135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI
Non-financial corporate sector

103T139

Households, etc.

103T15

Entrepreneurial households

103T14

103T151

Guarantee and unsecured credits
One-to-two family dwelling, condominiums, Tenant-owner apartments

1R3T151

Other Collateral

1X3T151

Other households

103T152

1P3T151

Guarantee and unsecured credits

1R3T152

One-to-two family dwelling, condominiums, Tenant-owner apartments

1P3T152

Other Collateral

1X3T152

Non-profit inst. serving households

103T153

Counterparties in EMU-countries

103T2

Monetary financial institutions

103T21

General government excl. central banks

103T22

Central governments

103T221

Federal governments

103T222

Municipalities

103T223

Social security funds

103T224

Other

103T29

Insurance corporations

103T2911

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

103T2912
2)

103T297

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

103T298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

103T292

Non-financial corporate sector

103T293

Households

103T294

Non-profit inst. serving households

103T295

Counterparties in other EU countries

103T5

Monetary financial institutions

103T51

Non-MFIs

103T58

Counterparties in other countries

103T3

Monetary financial institutions / banks

103T31

Non-MFIs / non-bank

103T38

1)

A non performing loan is a loan that meets at least one of the following criteria:
a) Repayment or interest payment is more than 90 days late
b) It is considered to be a risk that the loan will not be repaid in full without the use of collateral

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds
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Spec T3 Leasing objects

Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 1101 Leasing object and part of item no. 103 Loans. Breakdown by type of leasing object.
Item no. SEK thousand
Book value

Acquisition value

Depreciation acc. Valuation

Book value

at start of

of objects bought objects sold

Book value of

to plan during

adjustment due

at the end of the

reporting period

during the

during the

the reporting

to fluctuation in

reporting period

reporting period

reporting period

period

the exchange
rate (+/-)

1

Total Swedish and foreign lessee
of which foreign lessee

2

3

4

5

6

116
11604

Buildings

116A

Private cars

116B

Light lorries

116C

Rail and tramway vehicles

116D

Boats and ships

116E

Airships

116F

Containers

116G

Other vehicles

116H

Earth moving machinery and construction machinery

116J

Agriculture and forestry machinery

116K

Workshop machinery and trucks

116L

Computers and attendant equipment

116M

Communication equipment

116N

Decorations for offices, hotels, restaurants or boutiques

116P

Graphic equipment

116Q

Medical equipment

116R

Other leased objects

116S

Prepayments for leasing objects

1163
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Loans. Financial leasing and counterparties.
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Counterparties in Sweden

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

10381

Monetary financial institutions

103811

General government

1038129

Local governments

1038122

Social security funds

1038123

Insurance corporations

10381331

Pension funds

10381332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI 1)

1038139

Non-financial corporate sector

103814

Entrepreneurial households

1038151

Other households

1038152

Non-profit inst. serving households

1038153

Counterparties outside of Sweden
10384
1)
Non-monetary investment funds and Non-monetary securities companies are also included here.

Specification of item no. 1101 Leasing objects. Operating leasing and counterparties.
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Counterparties in Sweden

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

11011

Monetary financial institutions

110111

General government

1101129

Local governments

1101122

Social security funds

1101123

Insurance corporations

11011331

Pension funds

11011332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI 1)

1101139

Non-financial corporate sector

110114

Entrepreneurial households

1101151

Other households

1101152

Non-profit inst. serving households

1101153

Counterparties outside of Sweden

Euro

11014

Prepayments for leasing objects
11016
1)
Non-monetary investment funds and Non-monetary securities companies are also included here.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 1041 Loan loss provisions
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Loan loss provisions

1041

Counterparties in Sweden

10411

Monetary financial institutions

104111

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1041111

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

1041118

Banks

1041112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

1041113

Housing credit institutions

1041114

Other monetary credit market companies

1041115

Money market funds

1041116

Monetary securities companies

1041117

Other monetary financial institutions

1041119

General government

1041121

Local governments

1041122

Municipalities

10411221

County councils

10411222

Social security funds

1041123

Central government excluding SNDO

1041129

1041131

Non-monetary securities companies

1041132

Insurance corporations

10411331

Pension funds

10411332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

1041135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1041139

Financial auxiliaries

10411391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

10411392

Investment companies

10411393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

10411394

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

10411395

Other Financial intermediaries

10411399
104114

Local government-owned

1041142

Tenant-owner associations

1041144

Other non-financial corporations

1041149

Households, etc.

Other foreign
currencies

104119

Non-monetary investment funds

Non-financial corporate sector

Other EU currencies

104112

The Swedish National Debt Office

Other

Euro

104115

Entrepreneurial households

1041151

Other households

1041152

Non-profit inst. serving households

1041153
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10412

Monetary financial institutions

104121

Central banks

1041211

Money market funds

1041216

Other monetary financial institutions

1041214

General government excl. central banks

104122

Central governments

1041221

Federal governments

1041222

Municipalities

1041223

Social security funds

1041224

Other

104129

Insurance corporations

10412911

Pension funds

10412912

Non-monetary investment funds 1)

1041297

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

1041298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1041292

Non-financial corporate sector

1041293

Households

1041294

Non-profit inst. serving households

1041295

Counterparties in other EU countries

10415

Monetary financial institutions

104151

Non-MFIs

104158

General government excl. central banks

104152

Non-financial corporate sector

1041593

Households, etc.

1041596

Other

1041599

Counterparties in other countries

10413

Monetary financial institutions / banks

104131

Non-MFIs / non-bank

104138

1)

General government excl. central banks

104133

Non-financial corporate sector

1041393

Households, etc.

1041396

Other

1041399

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds
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Stocks/Assets
Spec. of item no. 105 Bonds and other debt securities. Counterparties and maturity.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Bonds and other debt securities

105

Counterparties in Sweden
General government
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

10501

Local governments
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

1050122

Monetary financial institutions

105011

A
BA
BB

A
BA
BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
105019

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Non-monetary securities companies

BB
1050132

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Insurance corporations

BB
10501331

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Pension funds

BB
10501332

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years
Other financial corporations, non-MFI 2)

BB
1050135
A
BA
BB
1050139

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Non-financial corporate sector

BB
105014

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Households, etc.

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

1050121

Maturity up to 1 year

Other

Euro

BB
105015

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
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10502

Monetary financial institutions

105021

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
105022

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Central governments

BB
1050221

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Federal governments

BB
1050222

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Municipalities

BB
1050223

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Social security funds

BB
1050224

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
105029

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Insurance corporations

BB
10502911

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Pension funds

BB
10502912

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BB
1050298

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB
1050292

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Non-financial corporate sector

BB
1050293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Households, etc.

BB
1050296

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
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10505

Monetary financial institutions

105051

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
105052

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
105059

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Counterparties in other countries

10503

Monetary financial institutions / banks

105031

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
105033

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
105039

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

For sector and country breakdown of international organizations, see the Instructions
1)

2)

Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original maturity.
The maturity here refers to the time from issuance to due date (not interest rate fixation period).
This category includes other financial institutes than MFIs', Non-monetary securities companies,
Insurance corp. and pension funds, and Financial vehicle corporations (FVC).
Shares in investment funds is to be reported on Spec T6.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 106 Shares and participation rights.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Shares and participation rights

106

Shares listed on a market place

1061

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

10611
106111

Banks

1061112

Housing credit institutions

1061114

Other monetary credit market companies

1061115

Monetary securities companies

1061117

Other monetary financial institutions

1061119

Other

106119

Non-monetary securities companies

1061132

Insurance corporations

10611331

Pension funds

10611332

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1061135
1061139

Financial auxiliaries

10611391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

10611392

Investment companies

10611393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

10611394

Other Financial intermediaries
Non-financial corporate sector
Counterparties in EMU countries

10611399
106114
10612

Monetary financial institutions

106121

Insurance corporations

10612911

Pension funds

10612912

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1061298

Non-financial corporate sector

1061293

Counterparties in other EU countries

1061292

10615

Monetary financial institutions

106151

Non-MFIs

106158

Counterparties in other countries

10613

Monetary financial institutions / banks

106131

Non-MFIs / non-bank

106138

Shares not listed on a market place

1062

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

10621
106211

Banks

1062112

Housing credit institutions

1062114

Other monetary credit market companies

1062115

Monetary securities companies

1062117

Other monetary financial institutions

1062119

Other

106219

Non-monetary securities companies

1062132

Insurance corporations

10621331

Pension funds

10621332

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC

1062135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1062139

Financial auxiliaries

10621392

Investment companies

10621393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

10621394

Other Financial intermediaries

10621399

Non-financial corporate sector
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Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.
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Euro

Other EU currencies

Other foreign
currencies
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10622

Monetary financial institutions

106221

Insurance corporations

10622911

Pension funds

10622912

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC

1062298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1062292

Non-financial corporate sector

1062293

Counterparties in other EU countries

10625

Monetary financial institutions / banks

106251

Non-MFIs / non-bank

106258

Counterparties in other countries

10623

Monetary financial institutions / banks

106231

Non-MFIs / non-bank

106238

Shares in investment funds

1063

Counterparties in Sweden

10631

Money market funds (MMF)

1063116

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

1063131

Counterparties in EMU countries

10632

Money market funds

1063216

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

1063297

Counterparties in other EU countries

10635

Money market funds
Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

1063516
1)

Counterparties in other countries

10635921
10633

Money market funds

1063316

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

10633921

Other participating interests

1064

Counterparties in Sweden

10641

Monetary financial institutions

106411

Non-MFI

106419

Insurance corporations

10641331

Pension funds

10641332

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC

1064135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1064139

Non-financial corporate sector

106414

Counterparties in EMU countries

10642

Monetary financial institutions

106421

Non-MFI

106429

Insurance corporations

10642911

Pension funds

10642912

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC

1064298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1064292

Non-financial corporate sector

1064293

Counterparties in other EU countries

10645

Monetary financial institutions

106451

Non-MFI

106458

Counterparties in other countries

10643

Monetary financial institutions

106431

Non-MFI / non banks

106438

1)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

The counterpart is the issuer of the shares or participation rights. The host country of the issuer determines the
country classification, not where the shares are traded
Shares listed on a market place refers to shares traded on a regulated market or trading platform.
Shares not listed on a marketplace refers to shares without continuous, market-based listing.
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Specification of item no. 110 Tangible assets
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Tangible assets

110

Leasing objects

1101

Swedish counterparties

11011

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11014

Prepayments for leasing objects

11016

For protection of claims

1102

Real estates

110201

Other

110209

Other tangible assets
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Specification of item no. 113 Other assets
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Other assets

113

Claims for securities settlement proceeds

1131

Counterparties in Sweden

11311

Monetary financial institutions

113111

General government

113112

Other financial corporations, non-MFI 1)

113113

Non-financial corporate sector

113114

Households, etc.

113115

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11314

Derivatives

1132

Counterparties in Sweden

11321

Monetary financial institutions

1132111

Banks

1132112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

1132113

Housing credit institutions

1132114

Other monetary credit market companies

1132115

Money market funds

1132116

Monetary securities companies

1132117

Other monetary financial institutions

1132119

1132121

Local governments

1132122

Social security funds

1132123

Central government excluding SNDO

1132129

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

113219
1132131

Non-monetary securities companies
Insurance corporations

1132132

Pension funds

11321332

Financial vehicle corporations, FVC

1132135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

1132139

11321331

Financial auxiliaries

11321391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

11321392

Investment companies
Financial corporations engaged in lending

11321393

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

11321395

Other Financial intermediaries

11321399

11321394

Non-financial corporate sector

113214

Households, etc.

113215

Entrepreneurial households

1132151

Other households

1132152

Non-profit inst. serving households

1132153

Counterparties in EMU countries

Other foreign
currencies

113212

The Swedish National Debt Office

Other

Other EU currencies

113211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

General government

Euro

11322

Monetary financial institutions

113221

Non - MFI

113229

Counterparties in other EU countries

11325

Counterparties in other countries

11323

For protection of claims

1133

Account adjustments

1134

Other

1139

Counterparties in Sweden

11391

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11394

1)

Non-monetary investment funds, Non-monetary securities companies and

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

insurance corp. and pension funds are also included here.
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Stocks/Assets
Specification of item no. 114 Deferred costs and accrued incomes
Item
no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Deferred costs and accrued incomes

114

Accrued interest on loans

1141

Counterparties in Sweden

11411

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11414

Accrued interest on bonds

1142

Counterparties in Sweden

11421

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11424

Other

1149

Counterparties in Sweden

11491

Counterparties outside of Sweden

11494
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Counterparties.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Deposits and borrowing

201

Counterparties in Sweden

20101

Monetary financial institutions

201011

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

2010111

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank
Banks

2010118

2010113

Housing credit institutions

2010114

Other monetary credit market companies

2010115

Money market funds

2010116

Money Monetary security and derivative dealers

2010117

Other monetary financial institutions

2010119
201012

The Swedish National Debt Office

2010121

Local governments

2010122

Municipalities

20101221

County councils

20101222

Social security funds

2010123

Central government excluding SNDO
Other
1)
Non-monetary investment funds

2010129
201019
2010131

Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

2010132

Insurance corporations

20101331

Pension funds

20101332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

2010135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2010139

Financial auxiliaries

20101391

Non-profit institutions serving financial corporations

20101392

Investment companies

20101393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

20101394

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

20101395

Other Financial intermediaries

20101399

Non-financial corporate sector

201014

Households, etc.

201015

Entrepreneurial households

2010151

Other households

2010152

Non-profit inst. serving households

2010153

Counterparties in EMU countries

20102

Monetary financial institutions

201021

Central banks

2010211

Money market funds

2010216

Other monetary financial institutions

2010214

General government excl. central banks

201022

Central governments

2010221

Federal governments

2010222

Municipalities

2010223

Social security funds

2010224

Other

201029

Insurance corporations

20102911

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

2010112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

General government

Euro

20102912
1)

2010297

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

2010298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2010292

Non-financial corporate sector

2010293

Households

2010294

Non-profit inst. serving households

2010295
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Counterparties in other EU countries

20105

Monetary financial institutions

201051

Non-MFIs
General government excl. central banks

201058
201052

Non-financial corporate sector

2010593

Households, etc.

2010596

Other
Counterparties in other countries 1)

2010599

Monetary financial institutions / banks
Non-MFIs / non-bank

201031

20103

201038

General government

201033

Non-financial corporate sector
Households, etc.

2010393

Other

2010399

2010396

For sector and country breakdown of international organizations, see the Instructions

1)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Syndicated borrowing
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Syndicated borrowing

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

201S

Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Electronic money (e-money)
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Electronic money (e-money)

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

201E

Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Deposits and borrowing from MFIs within the group
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

MFI within the group in Sweden

201011KC

MFI within the group in EMU-countries

201021KC

MFI within the group in other EU-countries

201051KC

MFI/bank within the group in other countries

201031KC

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

This does not refer to balances between the parent company and branches, as they are reported in Spec branch balances
(parent company) and Balancing residual item from branches (branches).
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Specification of Deposits and borrowing
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions
Deposits
Borrowing
Non-financial corporate sector
Deposits
Borrowing
Counterparties in EMU countries
Monetary financial institutions
Deposits
Borrowing
Non-financial corporate sector
Deposits
Borrowing
Counterparties in other EU countries
Monetary financial institutions
Deposits
Borrowing
Non-financial corporate sector
Deposits
Borrowing
Counterparties in other countries
Monetary financial institutions

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

201011
201A11
201B11
201014
201A14
201B14
201021
201A21
201B21
2010293
201A293
201B293
201051
201A51
201B51
2010593
201A593
201B593
201031

Deposits

201A31

Borrowing

201B31

Non-financial corporate sector

Euro

2010393

Deposits

201A393

Borrowing

201B393
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Counterparties, type of account and maturity.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Deposits and borrowing

201

Counterparties in Sweden

20101

Monetary financial institutions

201011

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

2010111

Overnight loans

2011111

Repurchase agreements

2015111

On demand-deposits

2012111

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013111

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014111

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

2010118

Overnight loans

2011118

Repurchase agreements

2015118

On demand-deposits

2012118

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013118

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014118

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government
The Swedish National Debt Office

201012
2010121

Overnight loans

2011121

Repurchase agreements

2015121

On demand-deposits

2012121

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013121

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals
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2014121

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

1)

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Local governments

2010122

Overnight loans

2011122

Repurchase agreements

2015122

On demand-deposits

2012122

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013122

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014122

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Social security funds

2010123

Overnight loans

2011123

Repurchase agreements

2015123

On demand-deposits

2012123

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013123

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014123

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Central government excluding SNDO

2010129

Overnight loans

2011129

Repurchase agreements

2015129

On demand-deposits

2012129

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013129

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014129

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other
Non-monetary investment funds

201019
2)

2010131

Overnight loans

2011131

Repurchase agreements

2015131

On demand-deposits

2012131

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013131

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014131

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

2010132

Overnight loans

2011132

Repurchase agreements

2015132

On demand-deposits

2012132

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013132

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014132

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Insurance corporations

20101331

Overnight loans

20111331

Repurchase agreements

20151331

On demand-deposits

20121331

Deposits with agreed maturity

20131331

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

20141331

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Pension funds

20101332

Overnight loans

20111332

Repurchase agreements

20151332

On demand-deposits

20121332

Deposits with agreed maturity

20131332

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

20141332

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

2010135

Overnight loans

2011135

Repurchase agreements

2015135

On demand-deposits

2012135

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013135

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals
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2014135

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2010139

Overnight loans

2011139

Repurchase agreements

2015139

On demand-deposits

2012139

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013139

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014139

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

201014

Overnight loans

201114

Repurchase agreements

201514

On demand-deposits

201214

Deposits with agreed maturity

201314

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

201414

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

201015
2010151

Overnight loans

2011151

Repurchase agreements

2015151

On demand-deposits

2012151

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013151

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014151

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Individual pension savings

2016151

Other households

2010152

Overnight loans

2011152

Repurchase agreements

2015152

On demand-deposits

2012152

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013152

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014152

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Individual pension savings

2016152
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Non-profit inst. serving households

2010153

Overnight loans

2011153

Repurchase agreements

2015153

On demand-deposits

2012153

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013153

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014153

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Counterparties in EMU countries

20102

Monetary financial institutions

201021

Overnight loans

201121

Repurchase agreements

201521

On demand-deposits

201221

Deposits with agreed maturity

201321

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

201421

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government excl. central banks
Central governments

201022
2010221

Overnight loans

2011221

Repurchase agreements

2015221

On demand-deposits

2012221

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013221

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014221

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Federal governments

2010222

Overnight loans

2011222

Repurchase agreements

2015222

On demand-deposits

2012222

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013222

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals
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2014222

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Municipalities

2010223

Overnight loans

2011223

Repurchase agreements

2015223

On demand-deposits

2012223

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013223

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014223

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Social security funds

2010224

Overnight loans

2011224

Repurchase agreements

2015224

On demand-deposits

2012224

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013224

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014224

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other
Insurance corporations

201029
20102911

Overnight loans

20112911

Repurchase agreements

20152911

On demand-deposits

20122911

Deposits with agreed maturity

20132911

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

20142911

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Pension funds

20102912

Overnight loans

20112912

Repurchase agreements

20152912

On demand-deposits

20122912

Deposits with agreed maturity

20132912

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

20142912

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Non-monetary investment funds

2)

2010297

Overnight loans

2011297

Repurchase agreements

2015297

On demand-deposits

2012297

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013297

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014297

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

2010298

Overnight loans

2011298

Repurchase agreements

2015298

On demand-deposits

2012298

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013298

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014298

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2010292

Overnight loans

2011292

Repurchase agreements

2015292

On demand-deposits

2012292

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013292

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014292

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

2010293

Overnight loans

2011293

Repurchase agreements

2015293

On demand-deposits

2012293

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013293

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals
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2014293

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Households

2010294

Overnight loans

2011294

Repurchase agreements

2015294

On demand-deposits

2012294

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013294

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014294

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Individual pension savings
Non-profit inst. serving households

2016294
2010295

Overnight loans

2011295

Repurchase agreements

2015295

On demand-deposits

2012295

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013295

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

2014295

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Counterparties in other EU countries

20105

Monetary financial institutions

201051

Overnight loans

201151

Repurchase agreements

201551

Other deposits and borrowing
Maturity up to 1 year

201951

Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs

A
B
201058

Overnight loans

201158

Repurchase agreements

201558

Other deposits and borrowing

201958

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Counterparties in other countries

20103

Monetary financial institutions / banks

201031

Overnight loans

201131

Repurchase agreements

201531

Other deposits and borrowing

201931

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Non-MFIs / non-bank

201038

Overnight loans

201138

Repurchase agreements

201538

Other deposits and borrowing

201938

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

1)

Maturity for deposits and borrowing refers to the original maturity. Here maturity refers to the time under which the deposit can't be

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

withdrawn or only can be withdrawn with restrictions. This can differ from the interest rate fixation period.
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Specification of part of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Central counterparties (CCP). Repurchase agreements
Item no.

Repurchase agreements
Counterparties in Sweden
Central counterparties (CCP)
Counterparties in EMU countries
Central counterparties (CCP)
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SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

201513911
20152921

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 201 Deposits and borrowing. Transferable deposits.
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Transferable deposits

2017

Counterparties in Sweden

20171

Monetary financial institutions

201711

Money market funds

2017116

Monetary security and derivative dealers

2017117

Other MFIs (banks, housing credit institutions etc.)

2017119

General government excl. central banks

201712

Other

201719

Counterparties in EMU countries

20172

Monetary financial institutions

201721

Money market funds

2017216

Monetary securities companies

2017217

Other MFIs (banks, housing credit institutions etc.)

2017219

General government excl. central banks

201722

Other

201729

Counterparties in other EU countries

20175

Monetary financial institutions

201751

Non-MFIs

201758

Counterparties in other countries

20173

Monetary financial institutions / banks

201731

Non-MFIs / non-bank

201738

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Number of deposit accounts. Only required the be reported for December each year.
Non-MFIs / non-bank in Sweden and abroad

Item no. Number, units

Deposit accounts

202

Transferable on-demand deposits accounts
Transferable Internet-linked on-demand deposit accounts

2027
2028

Transferable deposits refer to deposits that are directly transferable to other than the account holders themselves, through giro,
account transfer (between accounts of the same account holder), credit cards without significant delays, limitations or penalty fees.
Accounts where funds can only be withdrawn as cash or transferred through another account owned by one and the same individual
are not grouped as transferable deposits.
Transferable Internet-linked on-demand deposit accounts also covers other PC-linked banking but not accounts that are only
accessible through telephone.
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 203 Debt securities issued
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Debt securities issued
of-which swapped to SEK

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

203

------------

2038

Money market papers

2031

Index-linked bonds 1)

2033

Private bonds

2034

Covered bonds excl. private bonds

2035

Other bonds

2036

Money orders

2037

Other debt securities

2039

1)

For index-linked bonds, the entire value of the instrument shall be reported under debt securities issued, i.e.
it shall not be broken down into a bond portion and an embedded derivative.

Specification of item no. 207 Debenture loans
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Debenture loans
of-which swapped to SEK

Euro

207
2078

Private bonds

2074

Other debenture loans

2079

------------

Subordinated liabilities in the form of loans should be reported in Spec S1
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Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 204 Other liabilities
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Other liabilities

204

Liabilities on securities settlement proceeds

2041

Counterparties in Sweden

20411

Monetary financial institutions

204111

General government

204112

Other financial corporations, non-MFI 1)

204113

Non-financial corporate sector

204114

Households, etc.

204115

Counterparties outside of Sweden

20414

Derivatives

2042

Counterparties in Sweden

20421

Monetary financial institutions

2042111

Banks

2042112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

2042113

Housing credit institutions

2042114

Other monetary credit market companies

2042115

Money market funds

2042116

Money Monetary security and derivative dealers

2042117

Other monetary financial institutions

2042119

2042121

Local governments

2042122

Social security funds

2042123

Central government excluding SNDO

2042129

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

204219
2042131

Financial corporations engaged in lending
Insurance corporations

2042132

Pension funds

20421332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

2042135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2042139

20421331

Financial auxiliaries

20421391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

20421392

Investment companies
Financial corporations engaged in lending

20421393

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

20421395

Other Financial intermediaries

20421399

20421394

Non-financial corporate sector

204214

Households, etc.

204215

Entrepreneurial households

2042151

Other households

2042152

Non-profit inst. serving households

2042153

Counterparties in EMU countries

Other foreign
currencies

204212

The Swedish National Debt Office

Other

Other EU currencies

204211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

General government

Euro

20422

Monetary financial institutions

204221

Non-MFI

204229

Counterparties in other EU countries

20425

Counterparties in other countries

20423

Account adjustments

2044

Short positions

2045

Other

2049

Counterparties in Sweden

20491

Counterparties outside of Sweden

20494

1)

This includes non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds, financial auxiliaries,

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

financial corporations engaged in lending, insurance corporations and pension funds among others.
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 205 Accrued costs and deferred incomes
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Accrued costs and deferred incomes

205

Accrued interest on deposits and borrowing

2051

Counterparties in Sweden

20511

Counterparties outside of Sweden

20514

Accrued interest on bonds

2052

Securities issued in Sweden

20521

Securities issued outside of Sweden

20524

Other

2059

Counterparties in Sweden

20591

Counterparties outside of Sweden

20594
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Euro

Other EU currencies

Other foreign
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no. 215 shares issued in money market funds 1)
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Shares issued in money market funds

215

Counterparties in Sweden

21501

Monetary financial institutions

215011

General government

215012

Insurance corporations

21501331

Pension funds

21501332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

2150134

Non-financial corporate sector

215014

Households, etc.

215015

Counterparties in EMU countries

21502

Counterparties in other EU countries

21505

Counterparties in other countries

21503

1)

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Only to be reported by money market funds (monetary investment funds).
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Stocks/liabilities
Specification of item no 2045 Other liabilities. Borrowed instruments at short positions
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Debt securities, eligible for refinancing and other
Counterparties in Sweden

1)

A2045
A20451

Monetary financial institutions
Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

A204511
A2045111

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

A2045118

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

General government

A2045121

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Local governments

A2045122

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Other

A204519

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

A2045132

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Insurance corporations

A20451331

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Pension funds

A20451332

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

A2045135

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A
BA

Maturity over 2 years
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB
2)

A2045139

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

BA

A204514

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Households, etc.

BA

A204515

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Spec S6 Short positions
Counterparties in EMU countries

A20452

Monetary financial institutions

A204521

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

General government excl. central banks

A204522

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Central governments

A2045221

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Federal governments

A2045222

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Municipalities

A2045223

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Social security funds

A2045224

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Other

A204529

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Insurance corporations

A20452911

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Pension funds

A20452912

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

A2045298

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A
BA

Maturity over 2 years
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB
2)

A2045292

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

BA

A2045293

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Households etc.

BA

A2045296

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA
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Counterparties in other EU countries

A20455

Monetary financial institutions

A204551

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government excl. central banks

BA

A204552

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

BA

A204559

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

Counterparties in other countries

A20453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

A204531

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

General government excl. central banks

BA

A204533

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

BA

A204539

Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

A

Maturity over 2 years

BB

BA

For sector and country breakdown of international organizations, see the Instructions
1)

Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original maturity.

Here, maturity refers to the time from issuance to due date (not interest rate fixation period).
2)
This category includes other financial institutes than MFIs', Non-monetary securities companies,
Insurance corp. and pension funds, and Financial vehicle corporations (FVC).
Shares in investment funds is to be reported in the table below.
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Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Shares and participation rights

B2045

Shares listed on a market place

BA2045

Counterparties in Sweden

BA20451

Monetary financial institutions
Banks

BA2045112
BA2045114

Other monetary credit market companies

BA2045115

Monetary security and derivative dealers

BA2045117

Other monetary financial institutions

BA2045119

Other

BA204519

Non-monetary security and derivative dealers
Insurance corporations

BA2045132
BA20451331

Pension funds
Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BA20451332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BA2045139

BA2045135

Financial auxiliaries

BA20451391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

BA20451392

Investment companies

BA20451393

Non-monetary credit market companies

BA20451394

Other financial institutions

BA20451399

Non-financial corporate sector

BA204514

Counterparties in EMU countries
Monetary financial institutions

BA20452
BA204521

Insurance corporations

BA20452911

Pension funds
Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BA20452912

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BA2045292

Non-financial corporate sector

BA2045293

BA2045298

BA20455

Monetary financial institutions

BA204551

Non-MFIs

BA204558

Counterparties in other countries

BA20453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BA204531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BA204538

Shares not listed on a market place

BB2045

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

BB20451
BB204511

Banks

BB2045112

Housing credit institutions

BB2045114

Other monetary credit market companies

BB2045115

Monetary security and derivative dealers

BB2045117

Other monetary financial institutions

BB2045119

Other

BB204519

Non-monetary securities companies

BB2045132

Insurance corporations

BB20451331

Pension funds
Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BB20451332

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB2045139

BB2045135

Financial auxiliaries

BB20451391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

BB20451392

Investment companies

BB20451393

Non-monetary credit market companies

BB20451394

Other financial institutions

BB20451399

Non-financial corporate sector

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

BA204511

Housing credit institutions

Counterparties in other EU countries

Euro

BB204514
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Counterparties in EMU countries

BB20452

Monetary financial institutions

BB204521

Insurance corporations

BB20452911

Pension funds

BB20452912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BB2045298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB2045292

Non-financial corporate sector

BB2045293

Counterparties in other EU countries

BB20455

Monetary financial institutions

BB204551

Non-MFIs

BB204558

Counterparties in other countries

BB20453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BB204531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BB204538

Shares in investment funds

BC2045

Counterparties in Sweden

BC20451

Money market funds

BC2045116

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

BC2045131

Counterparties in EMU countries

BC20452

Money market funds (MMF)
Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

BC2045216
1)

Counterparties in other EU countries

BC20455

Money market funds (MMF)
Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

BC204551
1)

Counterparties in other countries

BC20455921
BC20453

Money market funds (MMF)
Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

BC2045297

BC204531
1)

BC20453921

Other participating interests

BD2045

Counterparties in Sweden

BD20451

Monetary financial institutions

BD204511

Non-MFIs

BD204519

Insurance corporations

BD20451331

Pension funds

BD20451332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BD2045135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BD2045139

Non-financial corporate sector

BD204514

Counterparties in EMU countries

BD20452

Monetary financial institutions

BD204521

Non-MFIs

BD204529

Insurance corporations

BD20452911

Pension funds

BD20452912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BD2045298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BD2045292

Non-financial corporate sector

BD2045293

Counterparties in other EU countries

BD20455

Monetary financial institutions

BD204551

Non-MFIs

BD204558

Counterparties in other countries

BD20453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BD204531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BD204538

1)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

The counterpart is the issuer of the shares or participation rights. The host country of the issuer determines the
country classification, not where the shares are traded.
Shares listed on a market place refers to shares traded on a regulated market or trading platform.
Shares not listed on a marketplace refer to shares without continuous, market-based listing.
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Stocks/Assets and liabilities
Specification of other EU currencies and other foreign currencies
Item no.

SEK thousand
Total other
EU currency

Assets
Cash and balances with central banks
Counterparties in Sweden

101211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1012111

1012225

Central banks

1012211

1012525

Central banks

1012511

1012335

Central banks

1012311

Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing

102

Counterparties in Sweden

10201

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

1020111

General government

1020121

Local governments

1020122

1020211

General government excl. central banks

102022

10205
1020511

General government excl. central banks

102052
102059
10203

Central banks etc.

1020311

General government excl. central banks

102033

Other
Loans

Other

102029

Central banks etc.
Other
Counterparties in other countries

CHF

10202

Central banks etc.
Other
Counterparties in other EU countries

JPY

10123

Public postal giros

Counterparties in EMU countries

USD

10125

Public postal giros
Counterparties in other countries

foreign currency

10122

Public postal giros
Counterparties in other EU countries

EU currency

10121

Cheques and money orders in transit
Counterparties in EMU countries

Total other
EU currency

102039
1)

Counterparties in Sweden

103
10301

Monetary financial institutions

103011

General government

103012

Other
Counterparties in EMU countries

103019
10302

Monetary financial institutions

103021

General government excl. central banks

103022

Other
Counterparties in other EU countries
Monetary financial institutions
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Counterparties in other countries
Monetary financial institutions / banks
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs / non-bank

103029
10305
103051
A
B
103058
A
B
10303
103031
A
B
103038

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B
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Item no.

SEK thousand
Total other
EU currency

Bonds and other debt securities

105

Counterparties in Sweden
General government

10501

1050122

Monetary financial institutions

105011

Other

105019

105021

General government excl. central banks
Other

105022
105029
10505

Monetary financial institutions

105051

General government excl. central banks
Other

105052
105059

Counterparties in other countries
Monetary financial institutions

10503

General government excl. central banks
Other
Liabilities

105033

Deposits and borrowing

201

2)

Counterparties in Sweden

105031

105039

20101

Monetary financial institutions

201011

General government excl. central banks

201012

Other

201019

Counterparties in EMU countries

20102

Monetary financial institutions

201021

General government excl. central banks

201022

Other

201029

Counterparties in other EU countries
Monetary financial institutions
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs

20105
201051
A
B
201058

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Counterparties in other countries
Monetary financial institutions / banks
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year
Non-MFIs / non-bank

foreign currency

10502

Monetary financial institutions

Counterparties in other EU countries

EU currency

1050121

Local governments

Counterparties in EMU countries

Total other
EU currency

20103
201031
A
B
201038

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Debt securities issued

203

Debenture loans

207

1)

Maturity for loans refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Maturity for deposits and borrowing refers to the original maturity. Here maturity refers to the time under which the deposit can't be
withdrawn or only can be withdrawn with restrictions. This can differ from the interest rate fixation period.
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USD

JPY

CHF

Other

BB

BB

European Stability Mechanism (ESM). No country breakdown but is included in counterparties in EMU countries. Sector Other financial corporations, non-MFI

European Investment Bank (EIB). No country breakdown but is included in counterparties in EMU countries. Sector Monetary financial institution (MFI)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

3)

4)

Other
201049
Maturity for treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing and debt securities issued refers to the original time from issuance to due date (not the interest fixation time).

201042

EIB3

EU countries

ESM2

Total other
EMU country

countries
EMU country

Total EMU

SEK thousand

2)

1)

201041

General government excl. central banks

20104

106049

1060416

10604

105049

Monetary financial institutions / banks

Other shares and participations
Liabilities
Deposits and borrowing

Money market funds (Monetary investment funds)

Other
Shares and participation rights

105042

BA

Maturity over 2 years

General government excl. central banks

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

105041

10504

1030496

Maturity up to 1 year

Monetary financial institutions / banks

1)

1030493

Households etc.
Bonds and other debt securities

1030492

Non-financial corporate sector

1030497

10304912

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

10304911

103049

4)

103042

Other

Insurance corporations

103041

General government excl. central banks

10304

102049

Monetary financial institutions / banks

Other
Loans

102042

BA

Maturity over 2 years

General government excl. central banks

A

1020411

102

1010411

1010425

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

1)

Item no.

Maturity up to 1 year

Central banks etc.

Balances with central banks
Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing

Assets
Cash and balances with central banks
Non-Swedish public postal giros

Stocks/Assets and liabilities
Specification by country

Total other
Other EU country Other EU country countries

Spec Country

RBFS 2014:2
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Spec Loans, purchased and sold

Loans purchased or otherwise acquired during the period that affect the loan stock
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the loan 1)

Item no.

All currency combined

Counterpart of purchased or otherwise acquired loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

Counterparties in Sweden

60111

Monetary financial institutions

601111

General government excl. central banks

601112

The Swedish National Debt Office

6011121

Local governments

6011122

Social security funds

6011123

Central government excluding SNDO

6011129

Insurance corporations

Counterparties in EMU countries
Other institutes

FVC

MFI

Other institutes

Counterparties in

Counterparties in

other EU countries

other counties

60111331

Pension funds

60111332

Non-monetary investment funds 2)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

MFI

6011131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

6011134
601114

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

BD
601115
6011151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P11151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R11151

Other collateral

6X11151

Other households

6011152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P11152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R11152

Other collateral

6X11152

Non-profit institutions serving households

6011153

Counterparties in EMU countries

60112

Monetary financial institutions

601121

General government excl. central banks

601122

Central governments

6011221

Federal governments

6011222

Municipalities

6011223

Social security funds

6011224

Insurance corporations

60112911

Pension funds

60112912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

6011297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6011292

Non-financial corporate sector

6011293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Households

6011294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P11294

Other properties

6G11294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R11294

Other collateral

6X11294

Non-profit institutions serving households

6011295

Counterparties in other EU countries

60115

Counterparties in other countries

60113
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Loans securitised or otherwise sold or transferred during the period that affect the loan stock
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the loan 1)

Item no.

All currency combined

Counterpart of securitised or otherwise sold or transferred loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

Counterparties in Sweden

60121

Monetary financial institutions

601211

General government excl. central banks

601212

The Swedish National Debt Office

6012121

Local governments

6012122

Social security funds

6012123

Central government excluding SNDO

6012129

Insurance corporations

60121331

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

60121332
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6012131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

6012134
601214

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

BD
601215
6012151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P12151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R12151

Other collateral

6X12151

Other households

6012152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P12152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R12152

Other collateral

6X12152

Non-profit institutions serving households

6012153

Counterparties in EMU countries

60122

Monetary financial institutions

601221

General government excl. central banks

601222

Central governments

6012221

Federal governments

6012222

Municipalities

6012223

Social security funds

6012224

Insurance corporations

60122911

Pension funds

60122912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

6012297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6012292

Non-financial corporate sector

6012293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Households

6012294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

6P12294

Other properties

6G12294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

6R12294

Other collateral

6X12294

Non-profit institutions serving households

6012295

Counterparties in other EU countries

60125

Counterparties in other countries

60123
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Counterparties in EMU countries
Other institutes

FVC

MFI

Other institutes

Counterparties in
other EU countries
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other counties
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Loans purchased or otherwise acquired during the period that do not affect the loan stock
Counterpart and collateral of the loan
All currency combined

Item no.

Counterparties in Sweden

60211

Monetary financial institutions

602111

General government excl. central banks

602112

Counterpart of purchased or otherwise acquired loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

The Swedish National Debt Office

6021121

Local governments

6021122

Social security funds

6021123

Central government excluding SNDO

6021129

Insurance corporations

60211331

Pension funds

60211332

Non-monetary investment funds2)

6021131

Other financial corporations, non-MFI3)

6021134

Non-financial corporate sector

602114

Households, etc.

602115

Counterparties in EMU countries

60212

Monetary financial institutions

602121

General government excl. central banks

602122

Central governments

6021221

Federal governments

6021222

Municipalities

6021223

Social security funds

6021224

Insurance corporations

60212911

Pension funds

60212912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

6021297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6021292

Non-financial corporate sector

6021293

Households, etc.

6021296

Counterparties in other EU countries

60215

Counterparties in other countries

60213

MFI

Counterparties in EMU countries
Other institutes

FVC

MFI

Other institutes

Counterparties in
other EU countries

Counterparties in
other counties

Other institutes

Counterparties in
other EU countries

Counterparties in
other counties

Loans securitised or otherwise sold or transferred during the period that do not affect the loan stock
Counterpart and collateral of the loan
All currency combined

Item no.

Counterparties in Sweden

60221

Monetary financial institutions

602211

General government excl. central banks

602212

Counterpart of securitised or otherwise sold or transferred loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

The Swedish National Debt Office

6022121

Local governments

6022122

Social security funds

6022123

Central government excluding SNDO

6022129

Insurance corporations

Counterparties in EMU countries
Other institutes

FVC

MFI

60221331

Pension funds

60221332

Non-monetary investment funds 2)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

MFI

6022131
3)

6022134

Non-financial corporate sector

602214

Households, etc.

602215

Counterparties in EMU countries

60222

Monetary financial institutions

602221

General government excl. central banks

602222

Central governments

6022221

Federal governments

6022222

Municipalities

6022223

Social security funds

6022224

Insurance corporations

60222911

Pension funds

60222912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

6022297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6022292

Non-financial corporate sector

6022293

Households, etc.

6022296

Counterparties in other EU countries

60225

Counterparties in other countries

60223
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Outstanding amount of securitised loans that do not affect the loan stock
Counterpart of the loan
All currency combined

Item no.

Counterpart of securitised loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

Counterparties in Sweden

60231

Monetary financial institutions

602311

General government excl. central banks

602312

The Swedish National Debt Office

6023121

Local governments

6023122

Social security funds

6023123

Central government excluding SNDO

6023129

Insurance corporations

60231331

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

60231332
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6023131
3)

6023134

Non-financial corporate sector

602314

Households, etc.

602315

Counterparties in EMU countries

60232

Monetary financial institutions

602321

General government excl. central banks

602322

Central governments

6023221

Federal governments

6023222

Municipalities

6023223

Social security funds

6023224

Insurance corporations

60232911

Pension funds

60232912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

6023297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

6023292

Non-financial corporate sector

6023293

Households, etc.

6023296

Counterparties in other EU countries

60235

Counterparties in other countries

60233

Only securitised loans should be included in this table, not otherwise sold or transferred loans.
1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds.

3)

This includes non-monetary securities companies among others.
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MFI

Counterparties in EMU countries
Other institutes

FVC

MFI

Other institutes

Counterparties in
other EU countries

Counterparties in
other counties
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MFI administrating loans on behalf of Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)
Stocks
Loans sold by own institution and other institutions
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the securitised loan 1)
All currency combined

Item no.

SEK thousand
FVC hosted in
Sweden
SE

Counterparties in Sweden

50301

Monetary financial institutions

503011

General government excl. central banks

503012

The Swedish National Debt Office

5030121

Local governments

5030122

Social security funds

5030123

Central government excluding SNDO

5030129

Insurance corporations

EMU country

FVC hosted in
other EU countries
EMU country

FVC hosted
in other

Other EU country Other EU country countries

50301331

Pension funds

50301332

Non-monetary investment funds 2)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

FVC hosted in
EMU countries

5030131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

5030134
503014

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

BD
503015
5030151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P30151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R30151

Other collateral

5X30151

Other households

5030152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P30152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R30152

Other collateral

5X30152

Non-profit institutions serving households

5030153

Counterparties in EMU countries

50302

Monetary financial institutions

503021

General government excl. central banks

503022

Central governments

5030221

Federal governments

5030222

Municipalities

5030223

Social security funds

5030224

Insurance corporations

50302911

Pension funds

50302912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

5030297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

5030292

Non-financial corporate sector

5030293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households

BD
5030294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P30294

Other properties

5G30294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R30294

Other collateral

5X30294

Non-profit institutions serving households

5030295

Counterparties in other EU countries (MFIs and non-MFIs)

50305

Counterparties in other countries (MFIs and non-MFIs)

50303

1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds.

3)

This includes non-monetary security and derivative dealers, among others.
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of which Loans sold by own institution
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the securitised loan 1)
All currency combined

Item no.

SEK thousand
FVC hosted in
Sweden
SE

Counterparties in Sweden

50311

Monetary financial institutions

503111

General government excl. central banks

503112

The Swedish National Debt Office

5031121

Local governments

5031122

Social security funds

5031123

Central government excluding SNDO

5031129
50311331

Insurance corporations

50311332

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

5031131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

5031134
503114

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.
Entrepreneurial households

BD
503115
5031151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P31151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R31151

Other collateral

5X31151

Other households

5031152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P31152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R31152

Other collateral

5X31152

Non-profit institutions serving households

5031153

Counterparties in EMU countries

50312

Monetary financial institutions

503121

General government excl. central banks

503122

Central governments

5031221

Federal governments

5031222

Municipalities

5031223

Social security funds

5031224

Insurance corporations

50312911

Pension funds

50312912

Non-monetary investment funds 2)

5031297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

5031292

Non-financial corporate sector

5031293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households

BD
5031294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

5P31294

Other properties

5G31294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

5R31294

Other collateral

5X31294

Non-profit institutions serving households

5031295

Counterparties in other EU countries (MFIs and non-MFIs)

50315

Counterparties in other countries (MFIs and non-MFIs)

50313

1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds.

3)

This includes non-monetary security and derivative dealers, among others.
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FVC hosted in
EMU countries
EMU country

FVC hosted in
other EU countries
EMU country

FVC hosted
in other

Other EU country Other EU country countries
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BALANCES WITH OWN BRANCHES
Stocks/Assets
Item no. SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Lending to own branches outside of Sweden 1)

103042

Lending to own branches in EMU countries

1030212

Overnight loans

1031212

Repurchase agreements

1035212

Overdrafts and revolving loans

1032212

Other loans

1039212

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years

BD

Lending to own branches in other EU countries

1031512

Repurchase agreements

1035512

Other loans

1039512

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

1031312

Repurchase agreements

1035312

Other loans

1039312

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Bonds and other debt securities 2)

105042

Issued by own branches in EMU countries

1050212

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other assets

113042

Claims for securities settlement proceeds

113142

Derivatives

113242

For protection of claims

113342

Account adjustments

113442

Other

113942

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

114042

Accrued interest on loans

114142

Accrued interest on bonds

114242

Other

114942

Assets

120042

Total assets

122042

2)

Other foreign
currencies

1050312

Maturity up to 1 year

1)

Other EU currencies

1050512

Maturity up to 1 year

Issued by own branches in other countries

Other foreign
currencies

1030312

Overnight loans

Issued by own branches in other EU countries

Other EU currencies

1030512

Overnight loans

Lending to own branches in other countries

Euro

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.
Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original time from issuance to due date
(not the interest rate fixation period).

Specification of Item no. 1030212 Syndicated loans.
Item no. SEK thousand

Syndicated loans
Own branches in EMU countries

Swedish kronor
103S212

Euro
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BALANCES WITH OWN BRANCHES
Stocks/liabilities
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Borrowing from own branches outside of Sweden

1)

Borrowing from own branches in EMU

2010212
2011212

Repurchase agreements

2015212

On demand-deposits

2012212

Deposits with agreed maturity

2013212

Maturity up to 3 months

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
2014212

Maturity up to 3 months or limited number of free withdrawals

AA

Maturity over 3 months up to 1 year

AB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Borrowing from own branches in other EU countries

2010512

Overnight loans

2011512

Repurchase agreements

2015512

Other deposits and borrowing

2019512

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Borrowing from own branches in other countries

2010312

Overnight loans

2011312

Repurchase agreements

2015312

Other deposits and borrowing

2019312

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year

B

Debt securities issued 2)

203042

Maturity up to 1 year

203042A

Nominal capital guarantee >= 100 %

203G42A

Nominal capital guarantee below 100 %

203H42A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

203042BA

Nominal capital guarantee >= 100 %

203G42BA

Nominal capital guarantee below 100 %

203H42BA

Maturity over 2 years

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

201042

Overnight loans

Deposit redeemable at notice or limited number of withdrawals

Euro

203042BB

Nominal capital guarantee >= 100 %

203G42BB

Nominal capital guarantee below 100 %

203H42BB

Other liabilities

204042

Liabilities on securities settlement proceeds

204142

Derivatives

204242

Account adjustments

204442

Other

204942

Accrued costs and deferred incomes

205042

Accrued interest on deposits and borrowing

205142

Accrued interest on bonds

205242

Other

205942

Provisions

206042

Debenture loans

207142

Profit or loss brought forward

213042

Accrued result

214042

Liabilities

220042

Total liabilities

222042

1)

Maturity for deposits and borrowing refers to the original maturity. Here maturity refers to the time under which the deposit can't be

2)

Maturity for debt securities issued refers to the original time from issuance to due date (not the interest fixation time).

withdrawn or only can be withdrawn with restrictions. This can differ from the interest rate fixation period.

Specification of Item no. 201042 Transferable deposits
Item no.

Transferable deposits
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SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Borrowing from own branches in EMU

2017212

Borrowing from own branches in other EU countries

2017512

Borrowing from own branches in other countries

2017312

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

201042

2010212

2010512

Own branches in EMU countries

Own branches in other EU countries

BA

BB

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

Maturity over 2 years

EU currecy

2)

EU currecy

Total other
foreign
currency
USD

withdrawn or only can be withdrawn with restrictions. This can differ from the interest rate fixation period.

Maturity for deposits and borrowing refers to the original maturity. Here maturity refers to the time under which the deposit can't be

Debenture loans
207142
1)
Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

A

Maturity up to 1 year

2030412

B

Debt securities issued

A

Maturity over 1 year

2010312

Maturity up to 1 year

Own branches in other countries

B

1050312

A

1050512

Own branches in other countries
Liabilities
Deposits and borrowing 2)

Maturity over 1 year

1050212

Own branches in other EU countries

Maturity up to 1 year

10504

Own branches in EMU countries

B

Maturity over 1 year

Bonds and other debt securities

A

Maturity up to 1 year

1030312

B

Own branches in other countries

A

1030512

Maturity over 1 year

1030212

Own branches in other EU countries

Maturity up to 1 year

103042

Own branches in EMU countries

Total other
EU currency

Item no. SEK thousand

Assets
Loans 1)

Stocks

Specification of Other EU currencies and Other foreign currencies

JPY

CHF

Other

Branch balances Currency

RBFS 2014:2
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1)

Total other
Other EU country Other EU country countries

Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original time from issuance to due date (not the interest rate fixation period).

201042

BB

BA

Maturity over 2 years
Liabilities
Borrowing from own branches

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

105042

103042

A

1)

EU countries

EMU country

EMU countries
EMU country

Total other

Total

Item no. SEK thousand

Maturity up to 1 year

Securities issued by own branches

Assets
Lending to own branches

Stocks

Specification: Country breakdown excl. Sweden.

Branch balances Country

RBFS 2014:2
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Revaluations (Changes in the value during the period)/Assets
Specification of Item no. 102 Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing

302

Counterparties in Sweden
2)
Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

30201

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Counterparties in EMU countries

30202

Central banks etc.

3020211

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
302022

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Central governments

3020221

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Federal governments

3020222

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Municipalities

3020223

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Social security funds

3020224

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

Other foreign
currencies

3020122

Maturity up to 1 year

General government excl. central banks

Other EU currencies

3020121

Maturity up to 1 year

Local governments

Euro

3020111

Maturity up to 1 year

General government

1)

302029

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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Counterparties in other EU countries

30205

Central banks etc.

3020511

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years
General government excl. central banks

BB
302052

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
302059

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Counterparties in other countries

30203

Central banks etc.

3020311

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years
General government excl. central banks

BB
302033

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other

302039

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

1)

Maturity for treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing refers to the original maturity.

2)

This category includes the Riksbanks' money market papers.

The maturity here refers to the time from issuance to due date (not the interest rate fixation period).
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Revaluations (Noted credit losses during the period)/Assets
Specification of part of item no. 103 Lending. Counterparties.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Loans

303

Counterparties in Sweden

30301

Monetary financial institutions

303011

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

3030111

Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank

3030118

General government

3030121

Local governments

3030122

Social security funds

3030123

Central government excluding SNDO

3030129

Other
Non-monetary investment funds 1)

Other foreign
currencies

303019
3030131

Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

3030132

Insurance corporations

30301331

Pension funds

30301332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3030135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3030139

Non-financial corporate sector

303014

Households, etc.

303015

Entrepreneurial households

3030151

Other households

3030152

Non-profit inst. serving households

3030153

Counterparties in EMU countries

30302

Monetary financial institutions

303021

Central banks

3030211

Money market funds

3030216

Other monetary financial institutions

3030214

General government excl. central banks

303022

Central governments

3030221

Federal governments

3030222

Municipalities

3030223

Social security funds

3030224

Other

303029

Insurance corporations

30302911

Pension funds

30302912
1)

3030297

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3030298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3030292

Non-financial corporate sector

3030293

Households

3030294

Non-profit inst. serving households

3030295

Counterparties in other EU countries
Monetary financial institutions
Non-MFIs
Counterparties in other countries

30305
303051
303058
30303

Monetary financial institutions/ Banks

303031

Non-MFIs / non-bank

303038

1)

Other EU currencies

303012

The Swedish National Debt Office

Non-monetary investment funds

Euro

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds
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Revaluations (Noted credit losses during the period)/Assets
Specification of part of Item no. 103 Loans. Collateral.
Collateral, maturity
Item no.

Loans

Swedish kronor

Swedish households

303015

Entrepreneurial households

3030151

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

3Q30151

Tenant-owner apartments

3D30151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

3R30151

Other collateral

3X30151

Other households

3030152

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

3Q30152

Tenant-owner apartments

3D30152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

3R30152

Other collateral

3X30152

Households in EMU countries

3030294

One-to-two family dwelling and condominiums

3Q30294

Tenant-owner apartments

3D30294

Other properties

3G30294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

3R30294

Other collateral

3X30294
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SEK thousand
Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Revalu.Spec T3 Syndicated loans

Revaluations (Noted credit losses during the period)/Assets
Specification of part of Item no. 103 Syndicated loans. Counterparties.
Item no.

Syndicated loans
Counterparties in Sweden

Swedish kronor

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

303S1

Monetary financial institutions
General government

303S11

Non-financial corporate sector

303S14

Other
Counterparties in EMU countries

SEK thousand

303S12

303S199
303S2

Monetary financial institutions
General government

303S21

Non-financial corporate sector

303S293

Other

303S299

303S22
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Revaluations (Changes in the value during the period)/Assets
Specification of Item no. 105 Bonds and other debt securities. Counterparties and maturity.
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Bonds and other debt securities

305

Counterparties in Sweden
General government

30501
3050121

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Local governments

BB
3050122

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Monetary financial institutions

BB
305011

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
305019

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-monetary securities companies

3050132

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Insurance corporations

30501331

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Pension funds

30501332

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3050135

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years
2)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

305014

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Households, etc.
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3050139

Maturity up to 1 year

305015

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

1)

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies
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Counterparties in EMU countries

30502

Monetary financial institutions

305021

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
305022

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Central governments

BB
3050221

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Federal governments

BB
3050222

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Municipalities

BB
3050223

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Social security funds

BB
3050224

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
305029

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Insurance corporations

30502911

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Pension funds

30502912

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3050298

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB
3050292

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Non-financial corporate sector

3050293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years
Households, etc.

BB
3050296

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
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30505

Monetary financial institutions

305051

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
305052

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
305059

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Counterparties in other countries

30503

Monetary financial institutions / banks

305031

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
305033

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
305039

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

1)

The maturity here refers to the time from issuance to due date (not interest rate fixation period).

2)

This category includes other financial institutes than MFIs', Non-monetary securities companies,
Insurance corp. and pension funds, and Financial vehicle corporations (FVC).
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Revaluations (Changes in the value during the period)/Assets
Specification of Item no. 106 Shares and participation rights
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Shares and participation rights

306

Shares listed on a market place

3061

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

30611

3061112

Housing credit institutions

3061114

Other monetary credit market companies

3061115

Monetary securities companies

3061117

Other monetary financial institutions

3061119

3061132

Insurance corporations

30611331

Pension funds

30611332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3061135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3061139

Financial auxiliaries

30611391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

30611392

Investment companies

30611393

Non-monetary credit market companies

30611394

Counterparties in EMU countries

30611399
306114
30612

Monetary financial institutions

306121

Insurance corporations

30612911

Pension funds

30612912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3061298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3061292

Non-financial corporate sector

3061293

Counterparties in other EU countries

30615

Monetary financial institutions

306151

Non-MFIs

306158

Counterparties in other countries

30613

Monetary financial institutions / banks

306131

Non-MFIs / non-bank

306138

Shares not listed on a market place

3062

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

30621
306211

Banks

3062112

Housing credit institutions

3062114

Other monetary credit market companies

3062115

Monetary securities companies

3062117

Other monetary financial institutions

3062119

Other

306219

Non-monetary securities companies

3062132

Insurance corporations

30621331

Pension funds

30621332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3062135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3062139

Financial auxiliaries

30621391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

30621392

Investment companies

30621393

Non-monetary credit market companies

30621394

Other financial institutions

30621399

Non-financial corporate sector

Other foreign
currencies

306119

Non-monetary securities companies

Other financial institutions
Non-financial corporate sector

Other EU currencies

306111

Banks

Other

Euro

306214
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30622

Monetary financial institutions

306221

Insurance corporations

30622911

Pension funds

30622912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3062298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3062292

Non-financial corporate sector

3062293

Counterparties in other EU countries

30625

Monetary financial institutions

306251

Non-MFIs

306258

Counterparties in other countries

30623

Monetary financial institutions / banks

306231

Non-MFIs / non-bank

306238

Shares in investment funds

3063

Counterparties in Sweden

30631

Money market funds (MMF)

3063116

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

3063131

Counterparties in EMU countries

30632

Money market funds (MMF)

3063216

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

3063297

Counterparties in other EU countries

30635

Money market funds (MMF)

3063516

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

30635921

Counterparties in other countries

30633

Money market funds (MMF)

3063316

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF

30633921

Other participating interests

3064

Counterparties in Sweden

30641

Monetary financial institutions

306411

Non-MFIs

306419

Insurance corporations

30641331

Pension funds

30641332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3064135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3064139

Non-financial corporate sector

306414

Counterparties in EMU countries

30642

Monetary financial institutions

306421

Non-MFIs

306429

Insurance corporations

30642911

Pension funds

30642912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3064298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3064292

Non-financial corporate sector

3064293

Counterparties in other EU countries

30645

Monetary financial institutions

306451

Non-MFIs

306458

Counterparties in other countries

30643

Monetary financial institutions / banks

306431

Non-MFIs / non-bank

306438

1)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

The counterpart is the issuer of the shares or participation rights. The host country of the issuer determines the
country classification, not where the shares are traded.
Shares listed on a market place refers to shares traded on a regulated market or trading platform.
Shares not listed on a marketplace refer to shares without continuous, market-based listing.
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Revaluations (Depreciation, write-downs and write-ups during the period)/Assets
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Assets
Intangible fixed assets

309

Tangible assets

310

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Specification of Item no. 113 Other assets
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Other assets

313

Derivatives

3132

Counterparties in Sweden

31321

Monetary financial institutions

313211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

3132111

Banks

3132112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

3132113

Housing credit institutions

3132114

Other monetary credit market companies

3132115

Money market funds

3132116

Monetary securities companies

3132117

Other monetary financial institutions

3132119

General government

313212

The Swedish National Debt Office

3132121

Local governments

3132122

Social security funds

3132123

Central government excluding SNDO

3132129

Other

313219

Non-monetary investment funds

3132131

Non-monetary securities companies

3132132

Insurance corporations

31321331

Pension funds

31321332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

3132135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

3132139

Financial auxiliaries

31321391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

31321392

Investment companies

31321393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

31321394

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

31321395

Other financial institutions

31321399

Non-financial corporate sector

313214

Households, etc.

313215

Entrepreneurial households

3132151

Other households

3132152

Non-profit inst. serving households

3132153

Counterparties in EMU countries

31322

Monetary financial institutions

313221

Non-MFIs

313229

Counterparties in other EU countries

31325

Counterparties in other countries

31323

For protection of claims

3133

Other

3139

Counterparties in Sweden

31391

Counterparties outside of Sweden

31394
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Revaluations (Depreciation, amortisation, write-downs and write-ups during the period)/Liabilities and equity
Specification of Item no. 206 Provisions and item no. 211 Revaluation reserve
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Liabilities and stockholders' equity
Provisions

406

Revaluation reserve

411

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Euro

Other foreign
Other EU currencies currencies

Specification of Item no. 204 Other liabilities
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Other liabilities

404

Derivatives

4042

Counterparties in Sweden

40421

Monetary financial institutions

404211

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

4042111

Banks

4042112

Foreign banks' branches in Sweden

4042113

Housing credit institutions

4042114

Other monetary credit market companies

4042115

Money market funds

4042116

Monetary securities companies

4042117

Other monetary financial institutions

4042119

General government

404212

The Swedish National Debt Office

4042121

Local governments

4042122

Social security funds

4042123

Central government excluding SNDO

4042129

Other

404219

Non-monetary investment funds

4042131

Non-monetary securities companies

4042132

Insurance corporations

40421331

Pension funds

40421332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

4042135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

4042139

Financial auxiliaries

40421391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

40421392

Investment companies

40421393

Financial corporations engaged in lending

40421394

Captive financial institutions and money lenders

40421395

Other financial institutions

40421399

Non-financial corporate sector

404214

Households, etc.

404215

Entrepreneurial households

4042151

Other households

4042152

Non-profit inst. serving households

4042153

Counterparties in EMU countries

40422

Monetary financial institutions

404221

Non-MFIs

404229

Counterparties in other EU countries

40425

Counterparties in other countries

40423

Short positions

4045

Other

4049

Counterparties in Sweden

40491

Counterparties outside of Sweden

40494
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Revaluations (Changes in the value during the period)/Liabilities
Other liabilities. Borrowed instruments at short positions
Short positions in debt securities
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Debt securities, eligible for refinancing and other
Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

1)

A4045

A4045111
A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years
Monetary financial institutions excl. the Riksbank
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
A4045118
A
BA
BB

General governments
Maturity up to 1 year
Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

A4045121

Local governments

A4045122

A
BA
BB

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Other

A404519

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Non-monetary security and derivative dealers

A4045132

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Insurance corporations

A40451331

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Pension funds

A40451332

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

A4045135

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
2)

A4045139

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
A404514

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Households, etc.

Other foreign
currencies

A404511

Maturity up to 1 year

Non-financial corporate sector

Other EU currencies

A40451

Sveriges Riksbank (The central bank)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

Euro

BB
A404515

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB
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Monetary financial institutions

A40452
A404521

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
A404522

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Central governments

BB
A4045221

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Federal governments

BB
A4045222

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Municipalities

BB
A4045223

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Social security funds

BB
A4045224

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
A404529

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Insurance corporations

BB
A40452911

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Pension funds

BB
A40452912

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BB
A4045298

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

A4045292

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Non-financial corporate sector

BB
A4045293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Households, etc.

BB
A4045296

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
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A40455

Monetary financial institutions

A404551

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

BB
A404552

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

BB
A404559

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Counterparties in other countries

A40453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

A404531

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

General government excl. central banks

2)

A404533

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA

Other

1)

BB

BB
A404539

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years
Maturity over 2 years

BA
BB

Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original maturity.
Here, maturity refers to the time from issuance to due date (not interest rate fixation period).
This category includes other financial institutes than MFIs', Non-monetary securities companies,
Insurance corp. and pension funds, and Financial vehicle corporations (FVC).
Shares in investment funds is to be reported in the table below.
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Short positions in shares and participation rights
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Shares and participation rights

B4045

Shares listed on a market place

BA4045

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

BA40451
BA404511

Banks

BA4045112

Housing credit institutions

BA4045114

Other monetary credit market companies

BA4045115

Monetary securities companies

BA4045117

Other monetary financial institutions

BA4045119

Other

BA404519

Non-monetary securities companies

BA4045132

Insurance corporations

BA40451331

Pension funds

BA40451332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BA4045135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BA4045139

Financial auxiliaries

BA40451391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

BA40451392

Investment companies

BA40451393

Non-monetary credit market companies

BA40451394

Other financial institutions
Non-financial corporate sector
Counterparties in EMU countries

BA40451399
BA404514
BA40452

Monetary financial institutions

BA404521

Monetary financial institutions

BA40452911

Insurance corp. and pension funds

BA40452912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BA4045298

Non-financial corporate sector

BA4045293

Counterparties in other EU countries

BA4045292

BA40455

Monetary financial institutions

BA404551

Non-MFIs

BA404558

Counterparties in other countries

BA40453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BA404531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BA404538

Shares not listed on a market place

BB4045

Counterparties in Sweden
Monetary financial institutions

BB40451

BB4045112

Housing credit institutions

BB4045114

Other monetary credit market companies

BB4045115

Monetary securities companies

BB4045117

Other monetary financial institutions

BB4045119

Other

BB404519

Non-monetary securities companies

BB4045132

Insurance corporations

BB40451331

Pension funds

BB40451332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)
Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB4045135
BB4045139

Financial auxiliaries

BB40451391

Non-profit inst. serving financial corp.

BB40451392

Investment companies

BB40451393

Non-monetary credit market companies

BB40451394

Other financial institutions

BB40451399

Non-financial corporate sector
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BB40452

Monetary financial institutions

BB404521

Insurance corporations

BB40452911

Pension funds

BB40452912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BB4045298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BB4045292

Non-financial corporate sector

BB4045293

Counterparties in other EU countries

BB40455

Monetary financial institutions

BB404551

Non-MFIs

BB404558

Counterparties in other countries

BB40453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BB404531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BB404538

Shares in investment funds

BC4045

Counterparties in Sweden

BC40451

Money market funds (MMF)

BC4045116

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

BC4045131

Counterparties in EMU countries

BC40452

Money market funds (MMF)

BC4045216

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

BC4045297

Counterparties in other EU countries

BC40455

Money market funds (MMF)

BC404551

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

BC40455921

Counterparties in other countries

BC40453

Money market funds (MMF)

BC404531

Non-monetary investment funds excl. MMF 1)

BC40453921

Other participating interests

BD4045

Counterparties in Sweden

BD40451

Monetary financial institutions

BD404511

Non-MFIs

BD404519

Insurance corporations

BD40451331

Pension funds

BD40451332

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BD4045135

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BD4045139

Non-financial corporate sector

BD404514

Counterparties in EMU countries

BD40452

Monetary financial institutions

BD404521

Non-MFIs

BD404529

Insurance corporations

BD40452911

Pension funds

BD40452912

Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)

BD4045298

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

BD4045292

Non-financial corporate sector

BD4045293

Counterparties in other EU countries

BD40455

Monetary financial institutions

BD404551

Non-MFIs

BD404558

Counterparties in other countries

BD40453

Monetary financial institutions / banks

BD404531

Non-MFIs / non-bank

BD404538

1)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

The counterpart is the issuer of the shares or participation rights. The host country of the issuer determines the
country classification, not where the shares are traded.
Shares listed on a market place refers to shares traded on a regulated market or trading platform.
Shares not listed on a marketplace refer to shares without continuous, market-based listing.
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Revaluations. Impairment losses (actual loan losses) when the loan is securitized or sold
Part of Item no 303 revaluation of loans
Loans securitised or otherwise sold or transferred during the period that affect the loan stock
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the loan 1)
All currency combined

Item no.

Counterpart of purchased or otherwise acquired loans, SEK thousand
Counterparties in Sweden
FVC

Counterparties in Sweden

70121

Monetary financial institutions

701211

General government excl. central banks

701212

The Swedish National Debt Office

7012121

Local governments

7012122

Social security funds

7012123

Central government excluding SNDO

7012129

Insurance corporations

70121331

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

70121332
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

7012131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

7012134
701214

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.

BD
701215

Entrepreneurial households

7012151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

7P12151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

7R12151

Other collateral

7X12151

Other households

7012152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

7P12152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

7R12152

Other collateral

7X12152

Non-profit institutions serving households

7012153

Counterparties in EMU countries

70122

Monetary financial institutions

701221

General government excl. central banks

701222

Central governments

7012221

Federal governments

7012222

Municipalities

7012223

Social security funds

7012224

Insurance corporations

70122911

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

70122912
2)

7012297

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

7012292

Non-financial corporate sector

7012293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households

BD
7012294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

7P12294

Other properties

7G12294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

7R12294

Other collateral

7X12294

Non-profit institutions serving households

7012295

Counterparties in other EU countries

70125

Counterparties in other countries

70123

1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

3)

This includes non-monetary securities companies among others.
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Revaluations Spec sold Loans

MFI administrating loans on behalf of Financial vehicle corporations (FVC)
Loans sold by own institution and other institutions
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the securitised loan 1)

Item no.

All currency combined

SEK thousand
FVC hosted in
Sweden
SE

Counterparties in Sweden (Non-MFIs)

80301

Monetary financial institutions

803011

General government excl. central banks

803012

The Swedish National Debt Office

8030121

Local governments

8030122

Social security funds

8030123

Central government excluding SNDO

8030129

Insurance corporations

FVC hosted in

other EU countries
EMU country

Other EU country

other countries
Other EU country

80301332
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

8030131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

8030134
803014

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.

BD
803015

Entrepreneurial households

8030151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P30151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R30151

Other collateral

8X30151

Other households

8030152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P30152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R30152

Other collateral

8X30152

Non-profit institutions serving households

8030153

Counterparties in EMU countries

80302

Monetary financial institutions

803021

General government excl. central banks

803022

Central governments

8030221

Federal governments

8030222

Municipalities

8030223

Social security funds

8030224

Insurance corporations

80302911

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

EMU country

FVC hosted in

80301331

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

FVC hosted in
EMU countries

80302912
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

8030297
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

8030292
8030293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.

BD
8030294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P30294

Other properties

8G30294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R30294

Other collateral

8X30294

Non-profit institutions serving households

8030295

Counterparties in other EU countries

80305

Counterparties in other countries

80303

1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary investment funds and Non-monetary securities companies are also included here.

3)

This includes non-monetary security and derivative dealers, among others.
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Revaluations (noted credit losses during the period)/Assets
Specifications to Administering FVC loans
of which Loans sold by own institution
Counterpart, collateral and maturity for the securitised loan 1)

Item no.

All currency combined

SEK thousand
FVC hosted in
Sweden
SE

Counterparties in Sweden (Non-MFIs)

80311

Monetary financial institutions

803111

General government excl. central banks

803112

The Swedish National Debt Office

8031121

Local governments

8031122

Social security funds

8031123

Central government excluding SNDO

8031129

Insurance corporations

80311331

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

80311332
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

8031131
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

8031134
803114

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.

BD
803115

Entrepreneurial households

8031151

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P31151

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R31151

Other collateral

8X31151

Other households

8031152

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P31152

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R31152

Other collateral

8X31152

Non-profit institutions serving households

8031153

Counterparties in EMU countries

80312

Monetary financial institutions

803121

General government excl. central banks

803122

Central governments

8031221

Federal governments

8031222

Municipalities

8031223

Social security funds

8031224

Insurance corporations

80312911

Pension funds
Non-monetary investment funds

80312912
2)

Other financial corporations, non-MFI

8031297
3)

Non-financial corporate sector

8031292
8031293

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 5 years

BC

Maturity over 5 years
Households, etc.

BD
8031294

Family dwelling, condominiums and tenant-owner apartments

8P31294

Other properties

8G31294

Other guarantee and unsecured credits

8R31294

Other collateral

8X31294

Non-profit institutions serving households

8031295

Counterparties in other EU countries

80315

Counterparties in other countries

80313

1)

Maturity here refers to the original interest rate fixation period of the loan.

2)

Non-monetary security funds and alternative investment funds

3)

This includes non-monetary security and derivative dealers, among others.
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FVC hosted in
EMU countries
EMU country

FVC hosted in

FVC hosted in

other EU countries
EMU country

Other EU country

other countries
Other EU country
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BALANCES WITH OWN BRANCHES
Revaluations (Noted credit losses on loans and changes in the value of financial instruments
during the period)/Assets and Liabilities
Item no.

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Assets
Lending to own branches outside of Sweden

3030212

Lending to own branches in other EU countries

3030512

Lending to own branches in other countries

3030312

Issued by own branches in EMU countries

A
BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB
3050312

Maturity up to 1 year

A

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

BA

Maturity over 2 years

BB

Other assets

313042

Derivatives

313242

For protection of claims

313342

1)

313942
404042

Derivatives

404242

Other

404942

Provisions

Other foreign
currencies

3050512

Maturity up to 1 year

Other
Liabilities
Other liabilities

Other EU currencies

3050212

Maturity over 1 year up to 2 years

Issued by own branches in other countries

Other foreign
currencies

305042

Maturity up to 1 year

Issued by own branches in other EU countries

Other EU currencies

303042

Lending to own branches in EMU countries

Bonds and other debt securities 1)

Euro

406042

Maturity for bonds and other debt securities refers to the original time from issuance to due date
(not the interest rate fixation period).

Specification of Item no. 1030212 Syndicated loans.
Item no.

Syndicated loans
Own branches in EMU countries

SEK thousand
Swedish kronor

Euro

303S212
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Housing credit institutions' loans

Breakdown of housing credit institutions' loans to Swedish and foreign non-MFIs' by collateral
Item no.
New loans during the period, SEK thousand

Collateral

Swedish kronor

One-to-two family dwelling

15

Condominiums

16

Tenant-owner apartments

25

Multi-dwelling building

35

Commercial and office buildings

45

Direct loans to local governments (other collateral)

52

Other

51

TOTAL (excl. construction credits)

00

of which to tenant-owner associations

01

of which loans with local government guarantee

02

of which for homes

Loan terms

Euro

03

Original interest rate fixation period

New loans during the period,
Item no. SEK thousand
of-which
Total non-MFIs' Households

Loans with flexible interest (interest fixation up to 3 months)

71

Loans with fixed interest < 5 years

72

Loans with fixed interest >= 5 years

73

Fixed interest 5 years

73A

Fixed interest > 5 years

73B

104

Other EU
currencies

End-of-period stock, SEK thousand
Other foreign
currencies

Swedish kronor

Euro

Other EU
currencies

Other foreign
currencies

Assets

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

Repurchase

agreements

Remaining interest rate fixation period
≤ 3 months > 3 months ≤ 6 months

Remaining interest rate fixation period
≤ 3 months > 3 months ≤ 6 months

> 6 months ≤ 1 year

> 6 months ≤ 1 year

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

Extended credit
card credit *

Overdrafts and revolving loans
Total

Extended credit
card credit *

Overdrafts and revolving loans
Total

Amounts included in interest rate analysis

loans

Overnight

Repurchase

agreements

loans

Amounts included in the interest analysis

Overnight

> 2 years

> 2 years

Other overdrafts and
revolving loans

Other overdrafts and
revolving loans

Reporting relates only to loans and deposits in Swedish kronor to specified Swedish counterparts. Loans and deposits via foreign branches are excluded.

*) Extended credit card credits refer to card credits that was not paid with the next invoice arriving after having used the card, usually with interest accrues on the credit.
Convenience credit card (zero percent interest rate) are not included here but end up in the column Other overdrafts and revolving loans.
The counterpart is the entity liable to repay the amounts outstanding to the credit institution.

Should not be filled in, values are taken from the corresponding line of the table above
Shall not be filled in

D103015

Item no

D103014

Interest rates, reported in %

Colour coding:

C103015

C103014

Item no

B1030153

B1N30152

B1M30152

B1L30152

B1Q30152

B1D30152

B1P30152

B1030152

B1N30151

B1M30151

B1L30151

B1Q30151

B1D30151

B1P30151

B1030151

B1N3014

B1S3014

B103014

Item no.

A1030153

A1N30152

A1M30152

A1L30152

A1Q30152

A1D30152

A1P30152

A1030152

A1N30151

A1M30151

A1L30151

A1Q30151

A1D30151

A1P30151

A1030151

A1N3014

A1S3014

A103014

Item no.

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

Outstanding amounts, SEK thousands

Non-financial corporations
Loans with collateral or government guarantees
Unsecured credits or other guarantees
Entrepreneurial households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Other households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Non-profit inst. serving households

Interest rates, reported in %

Non-financial corporations
Loans with collateral or government guarantees
Unsecured credits or other guarantees
Entrepreneurial households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Other households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Non-profit inst. serving households

Outstanding amounts, SEK thousands

> 3 months ≤ 1 year

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

Total interest rate
analysis

Total interest rate
analysis

≤ 3 months
> 3 months ≤ 1 year

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

Other lending with original maturity (interest rate fixation period)

≤ 3 months

Other lending with original maturity (interest rate fixation period)

> 2 years ≤ 3 years

> 2 years ≤ 3 years

> 3 years ≤ 5 years

> 3 years ≤ 5 years

> 5 years

> 5 years

Total interest
rate analysis

Total interest
rate analysis
rate analysis

Amounts
excluded from
the interest

Total

Assets Outstanding
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Assets

F1030153

F1N30152

F1L30152
F1M30152

F1Q30152

F1D30152

F1P30152

F1030152

F1N30151

F1M30151

F1L30151

F1Q30151

F1D30151

F1P30151

F1030151

F1N30143

F1N30142

F1N30145

F1N30144

F1N3014

F1S30143

F1S30142

F1S30145

F1S30144

F1S3014

F103014

Item no.

E1030153

E1N30152

E1L30152
E1M30152

E1Q30152

E1D30152

E1P30152

E1030152

E1N30151

E1M30151

E1L30151

E1Q30151

E1D30151

E1P30151

E1030151

E1N30143

E1N30142

E1N30145

E1N30144

E1N3014

E1S30143

E1S30142

E1S30145

E1S30144

E1S3014

E103014

Item no.

revolving loans *

with credit incl.

Transaction accounts

revolving loans *

with credit incl.

Transaction accounts
≤ 3 months
> 3 months ≤ 1 year

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

> 2 years ≤ 3 years

> 3 years ≤ 5 years

> 5 years ≤ 10 years

≤ 3 months

Reporting relates only to loans and deposits in Swedish kronor to specified Swedish counterparts. Loans and deposits via foreign branches are excluded.

agreements
> 3 months ≤ 1 year

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

> 2 years ≤ 3 years

> 3 years ≤ 5 years

> 5 years ≤ 10 years

New business excl. transaction accounts with credit
Repurchase
Other lending with original maturity (interest rate fixation period), excl. transaction accounts with credit and overnight loans
Overnight loans *

agreements

New business excl. transaction accounts with credit
Repurchase
Overnight loans *
Other lending with original maturity (interest rate fixation period), excl. transaction accounts with credit and overnight loans

* New business for transaction accounts with credit incl. revolving loans and overnight loans refers to the full outstanding amounts.

Non-financial corporations
Loans with collateral or government guarantees
Up to an amount of 250 thousand SEK
Over an amount of 250 thousand and up to 2.5 million SEK
Over an amount of 2.5 million and up to 10 million SEK
Over an amount of 10 million SEK
Unsecured credits or other guarantees
Up to an amount of 250 thousand SEK
Over an amount of 250 thousand and up to 2.5 million SEK
Over an amount of 2.5 million and up to 10 million SEK
Over an amount of 10 million SEK
Entrepreneurial households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Other households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Non-profit inst. serving households

Interest rates, reported in %

Non-financial corporations
Loans with collateral or government guarantees
Up to an amount of 250 thousand SEK
Over an amount of 250 thousand and up to 2.5 million SEK
Over an amount of 2.5 million and up to 10 million SEK
Over an amount of 10 million SEK
Unsecured credits or other guarantees
Up to an amount of 250 thousand SEK
Over an amount of 250 thousand and up to 2.5 million SEK
Over an amount of 2.5 million and up to 10 million SEK
Over an amount of 10 million SEK
Entrepreneurial households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Other households
Housing collateral
Tenant-owner apartments
One-to two family dwellings and condominiums
Other guarantees (non-government)
Other collateral
Unsecured credits
Non-profit inst. serving households

New business during the period, SEK thousands

> 10 years

> 10 years

transaction accounts

Total excl.

transaction accounts

Total excl.

Effective rate,
reported in %

Effective rate,
SEK thousands

Assets New business

RBFS 2014:2

Item no.

H201014

Interest rates, reported in %

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

Overnight loans

Repurchase
agreements

Repurchase
agreements

On demanddeposits

On demanddeposits

Amounts included in the interest analysis

Overnight loans

≤ 3 months

Reporting relates only to loans and deposits in Swedish kronor to specified Swedish counterparts. Loans and deposits via foreign branches are excluded.

> 3 months

Deposits redeemable at notice

≤ 2 years
> 2 years

Deposits with agreed maturity

> 3 months

≤ 3 months

≤ 2 years
> 2 years

Deposits redeemable at notice

Deposits with agreed maturity

* In general, no amounts shall be reported here. In the event reporting institutions in exceptional cases need to report amounts in this column, please contact SCB.

H201015

G201015

G201014

Item no.

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

Outstanding amounts, SEK thousands

Liabilities

IPS

IPS

Total interest rate
analysis

Total interest rate
analysis

Excluded from the
interest rate analysis *

Total

Liabilities Outstanding
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K201015

K201014

agreements

Item no. Repurchase

J201015

J201014

agreements

Item no. Repurchase

≤ 1 year

Loans and deposits via foreign branches are excluded.

> 1 year ≤ 2 years

Deposits with agreed maturity

Deposits with agreed maturity
≤ 1 year
> 1 year ≤ 2 years

Reporting relates only to loans and deposits in Swedish kronor to specified Swedish counterparts.

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

Interest rates, reported in %

Non-financial corporations
Households, etc.

New business during the period, SEK thousands

Liabilities

> 2 years

> 2 years

IPS

IPS

Total

Total

Liabilities New business
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Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Total claims (loans + Holdings of debt securities + Other claims)

(Totala fordringar (Utlåning + innehav av värdepapper + övriga fordringar))

Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

Total claims
(Totala fordringar)

Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

All sectors
(Totalt)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

4200

4201

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

fordringar)
4202

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

4203
4204
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
4205

4206

4207

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter).
This corresponds to item 114 and 114042 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 114 och 114042 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Loans (Lån + Kassa och tillgodohavande hos Centralbank)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

International loans
(Internationella lån + Kassa och tillgodohavande hos Centralbank)
All sectors
(Totalt)
Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

fordringar)
4300

4301

4302

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

4303
4304
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
4305

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter).
This corresponds to item 114 and 114042 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 114 och 114042 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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4306

4307
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Holdings debt securities

Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Holding of debt securities (Innehav av värdepapper)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

International holding of debt securities
(Innehav av värdepapper)
All sectors
(Totalt)
Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

fordringar)
4400

4401

4402

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

4403
4404
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
4405

4406

4407

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter).
This corresponds to item 114 and 114042 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 114 och 114042 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Other claims (Övriga fordringar)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

Other claims
(Övriga fordringar)
All sectors
(Totalt)
Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

fordringar)
4600

4601

4602

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

4603
4604
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
4605

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter).
This corresponds to item 114 and 114042 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 114 och 114042 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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4606

4607

RBFS 2014:2
Total liabilities

Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Total liabilities (Deposits + Other liabilities) (Totala skulder (Inlåning + Övriga skulder)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

Total international liabilities
(Totala internationella skulder)
All sectors
(Totalt)
Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

skulder)
8200

8201

8202

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

8203
8204
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
8205

8206

8207

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other accrued costs and deferred incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra upplupna kostnader och förutbetalda intäkter).
This corresponds to item 2051, 2059, 205142 and 205942 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 2051, 2059, 205142 och 205942 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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Deposits

Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Deposits (Inlåning)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

International deposits
(International inlåning)

Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

All sectors
(Totalt)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

8300

8301

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

skulder)
8302

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

8303
8304
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
8305

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations
Of which ESM
Of which EIB

3

1C7

4

Accrued/prepaid items

1C
1C8

5

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

5M2
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other accrued costs and deferred incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra upplupna kostnader och förutbetalda intäkter).
This corresponds to item 2051, 2059, 205142 and 205942 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 2051, 2059, 205142 och 205942 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)

114

8306

8307
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Other liabilities

Locational Banking Statistics (RUTS svensk del)
Other liabilities (Övriga skulder)
Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

Other liabilities
(Övriga skulder)
All sectors
(Totalt)
Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

ISO
CODE

Of which (Varav):
Bank within
Central banks
group (Inter(OMAs)
office)
(Central-banker)
(Koncern6

skulder)
8600

8601

8602

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

8603
8604
All currencies
(Alla valutor)
Domestic currency, SEK
(Inhemsk valuta, SEK)

General
Non-financial
Households
government excl.
corporations including NPISH
central banks
(Icke-finansiella
(Hushåll
(Offentlig sektor
företag)
inklusive HIO)
exkl.
centralbanker)
8605

8606

8607

USD
EUR
JPY
GBP
CHF
Other
A. Nordic countries
Nordic country

ISO

Nordic country

ISO

Sweden

SE

B. Other European countries
Other European country

ISO

Other European country

ISO

C. Other countries and offshore centres
Other country

ISO

Other country

ISO

D. Other

9X

International organisations

1C7

5

5M2

Of which ESM
Of which EIB

4

Accrued interest

1C

3

Unallocated location
E All countries (A+B+C+D)

1C8
XU
5J

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB). (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB))
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). (Inklusive Bank for International Settlements (BIS))
3
4
5

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)
European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)
Accrued interest including other accrued costs and deferred incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra upplupna kostnader och förutbetalda intäkter).
This corresponds to item 2051, 2059, 205142 and 205942 on the MFI form (Detta motsvaras av rad 2051, 2059, 205142 och 205942 i MFI-blanketten)

6

Bank within group includes positions with branches and vis-à-vis the subsidiaries which have a duty to report for the consolidated statistics RUTSkoBIS
(Koncernfodringar inkluderar mellanhavanden med filialer i utlandet samt positioner mot de dotterbolag som är rapporteringsskyldiga avseende
den konsoliderade statistiken, RUTSkoBIS)
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ISO

SE

Sweden

ISO

Other European country

4

5

3

5J

XU

5M2

1C8

1C7

1C

4000

4030

Up to
one year
<= 1 år

6

4031

4032

Maturities
(Återstående löptid)
Over one year
Over two
and up to
years
two years
> 2 år
> 1 år <= 2 år

4033

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

4035

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

6

5

4

3

Maturities are defined as the period to maturity for the relevant claim. (Återstående löptid definieras som tiden till förfall för den relevanta fordran)

Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter)

European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB), Official sector. (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB) , Offentlig sektor)
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) , Official sector. (Inklusive Bank For International Settlements (BIS) , Offentlig sektor)

E All countries (A+B+C+D)

Unallocated location

Accrued interest

Of which EIB

Of which ESM

International organisations

9X

ISO

Other country

D. Other

ISO

Other country

C. Other countries and offshore centres

ISO

Other European country

B. Other European countries

ISO

Nordic country

ISO
CODE

Nordic country

A. Nordic countries

Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

Total

4036

Central banks
and general
government
(Offentlig sektor
inkl.
centralbanker)
4041

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)
4042

4043

Non-financial
Households
corporations including NPISH
(Icke-finansiella (Hushåll inkl.
företag)
HIO)

Sectors
(Sektorer)

Consolidated cross-border claims in all currencies and local claims in foreign currencies
(Gränsöverskridande fordringar i samtliga valutor och lokala positioner i utländska valuta)

Consolidated international banking statistics (immediate borrower basis) (RUTS konsoliderad fördelning på egentlig motpart)
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Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

4038

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

4040

of which: Local
claims in foreign
currencies
(varav: Lokala
fordringar i
utländsk valuta)

Immidiate borrower basis

RBFS 2014:2

Appendix 3b

ISO

SE

Sweden

ISO

Other European country

4

5

5J

XU

5M2

1C8

1C7

1C

4100

4135

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

4136

Central banks
and general
government
(Offentlig sektor
inkl.
centralbanker)
4141

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)
4142

4143

Non-financial
Households
corporations including NPISH
(Icke-finansiella (Hushåll inkl.
företag)
HIO)

Sectors
(Sektorer)

6

5

4

3

Maturities are defined as the period to maturity for the relevant claim. (Återstående löptid definieras som tiden till förfall för den relevanta fordran)

Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter)

European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)

4138

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

Local currency positions of reporting MFI/banks' offices with local residents
(Lokala positioner i lokal valuta)

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB), Official sector. (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB) , Offentlig sektor)
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) , Official sector. (Inklusive Bank For International Settlements (BIS) , Offentlig sektor)

E All countries (A+B+C+D)

Unallocated location

Accrued interest

Of which EIB

Of which ESM

3

International organisations

9X

ISO

Other country

D. Other

ISO

Other country

C. Other countries and offshore centres

ISO

Other European country

B. Other European countries

ISO

Nordic country

ISO
CODE

Nordic country

A. Nordic countries

Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

Claims
(Fodran)

Consolidated international banking statistics (immediate borrower basis) (RUTS konsoliderad fördelning på egentlig motpart)

Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

8100

Liabilities
(Skulder)

4014

Outward risk
transfer
(Utåtvänd risk)

4016

Inward risk
transfer
(Inåtvänd risk)

Risk transfers

4017

(4016-4014)

Net transfers of
risk to the
ultimate
borrower
(Nettorisk)

Immidiate borrower basis

RBFS 2014:2

117

118

SE

GL

IS

NO

Greenland

Iceland

Norway

4

3

4

5J

XU

5M2

1C8

1C7

1C

9X

ISO

ISO

ISO

ISO

4500

4530

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

4531

Central banks
and general
government
(Offentlig sektor
inkl.
centralbanker)
4534

Non-bank
financial
institutions
(Finansiella
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)
4535

5

4

3

4533

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

Accrued interest including other deferred costs and accrued incomes (Upplupna räntor inklusive andra förutbetalda kostnader och upplupna intäkter)

European Investment Bank (Europeiska investeringsbanken)

European Stability Mechanism (Europeiska stabilitetsmekanismen)

CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) , Public sector. (Inklusive Bank For International Settlements (BIS) , Offentlig sektor)

4536

Non-financial
Households
corporations including NPISH
(Icke-finansiella (Hushåll inkl.
företag)
HIO)

Sectors (Sektorer)

Claims on an ultimate risk basis
Foreign and domestic claims (Utländska och inhemska fordringar)

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB), Public sector. (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB) , Offentlig sektor)

E All countries (A+B+C+D)

Accrued interest
Unallocated location

Of which EIB

Of which ESM

International organisations

D. Other

Other country

Other European country
Other countries and offshore
C.
centres
Other country

Other European country

B. Other European countries

SE

ISO

Sweden

Sweden

ISO

Nordic country

ISO
CODE

Nordic country

A. Nordic countries

Vis-à-vis country
(Motpartsland)

All sectors
(Totalt)

Consolidated international banking statistics (ultimate risk basis) (RUTS konsoliderad fördelning efter slutlig risk)

Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

4501

Crossborder

4502

Local

Cross-border / local

4512

4514

4516

Other potential exposures
Derivatives
Guarantees
Credit
(Derivat)
(Garantier)
commitments
(Kreditåtagande
n)

Ultimate risk basis

RBFS 2014:2

ISO

Home country (BIS reporting country)

4000

Total

4030

Up to
one year
<= 1 år

4031

4

4032

Maturities
(Återstående löptid)
Over one year
Over two
and less than
years
two years
> 2 år
> 1 år <= 2 år

4033

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

4

Maturities are defined as the period to maturity for the relevant claim. (Återstående löptid definieras som tiden till förfall för den relevanta fordran)

4035

MFI/banks
(MFI/bank)

4036

Central banks
and general
government
(Offentlig sektor
inkl.
centralbanker)
4041

4042

4043

Sectors
(Sektorer)
Non-bank
Non-financial
Households
financial
corporations including NPISH
institutions
(Icke-finansiella (Hushåll inkl.
(Finansiella
företag)
HIO)
företag, ej
MFI/Bank)

Unconsolidated claims on the home country, incl. interoffice positions, in all currencies
(Fordringar på hemlandet, inkl. mellanhavanden, i samtliga valutor)

DE Including the European Central Bank (ECB), Official sector. (Inklusive Europeiska Centralbanken (ECB) , Offentlig sektor)
CH Including the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) , Official sector. (Inklusive Bank For International Settlements (BIS) , Offentlig sektor)

ISO

ISO
CODE

Home country (BIS reporting country)

Inside area countries

Amounts in SEK, thousands (Belopp i tusental kronor)

Foreign-owned branches and subsidiaries in Sweden unconsolidated claims on the home country
(Utlandsägda filialer och döttrar i Sverige ej konsoliderade fordringar på hemlandet)

4038

Unallocated
(Ofördelade)

Immidiate borrower basis

Appendix 3c
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119

120

(3)

USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

(in millions of USD)

CAD

Nominal or notional principal amounts outstanding

SEK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE(1) AND GOLD CONTRACTS

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(4) Including currency warrants and multicurrency swaptions.

a material amount of contracts outstanding. (3) If swaps are executed on a forward/forward basis, the two forward parts of the transaction should be reported separately.

(1) All instruments involving exposure to more than one currency, whether in interest rates or exchange rates. (2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has

INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL OTC OPTIONS

TOTAL INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

Bought

TOTAL INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

OTC OPTIONS(4)
Sold

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

CURRENCY SWAPS

TOTAL INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS

OUTRIGHT FORWARDS AND

Instruments

Table 1A

DKK

NOK

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other
NZD

(2)

PLN

Övriga valutor

Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 1A-C

RBFS 2014:2

Appendix 4

(4)

(3)

USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

CAD

(in millions of USD)

SEK

currency warrants and multicurrency swaptions.

amount of contracts outstanding. (3) If swaps are executed on a forward/forward basis, the two forward parts of the transaction should be reported separately. (4) Including

DKK

Gross positive market values

NOK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE(1) AND GOLD CONTRACTS

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) All instruments involving exposure to more than one currency, whether in interest rates or exchange rates. (2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has a material

INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

OTC OPTIONS BOUGHT
with reporting dealers

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

CURRENCY SWAPS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS

OUTRIGHT FORWARDS AND

Instruments

Table 1B

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other
NZD

(2)

PLN

Övriga valutor
Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 1A-C
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121

122

(3)

(4)

USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

CAD

SEK

(in millions of USD)

currency warrants and multicurrency swaptions.

amount of contracts outstanding. (3) If swaps are executed on a forward/forward basis, the two forward parts of the transaction should be reported separately. (4) Including

DKK

Gross negative market values

NOK

FOREIGN EXCHANGE(1) AND GOLD CONTRACTS

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) All instruments involving exposure to more than one currency, whether in interest rates or exchange rates. (2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has a material

INCLUDING GOLD

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL FX CONTRACTS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

OTC OPTIONS SOLD
with reporting dealers

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

CURRENCY SWAPS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAPS

OUTRIGHT FORWARDS AND

Instruments

Table 1C

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other(2)
NZD
PLN

Övriga valutor
Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 1A-C

RBFS 2014:2

USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

CAD

(in millions of USD)

SEK

(1)

DKK

SINGLE-CURRENCY INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES
Nominal or notional principal amounts outstanding

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) All instruments where all the legs are exposed to one and only one currency's interest rate, including all fixed/floating and floating/floating single-currency interest rate contracts.
(2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has a material amount of contracts outstanding.

CONTRACTS

TOTAL INTEREST RATE

TOTAL OTC OPTIONS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

Bought

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

Sold

OTC OPTIONS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

SWAPS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

AGREEMENTS

FORWARD RATE

Instruments

Table 2A

NOK

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other
NZD

(2)

PLN

Övriga valutor

Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 2A-C
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123

124

USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

CAD

(in millions of USD)

SEK

(1)

DKK

SINGLE-CURRENCY INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES
Gross positive market values

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) All instruments where all the legs are exposed to one and only one currency's interest rate, including all fixed/floating and floating/floating single-currency interest rate contracts.
(2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has a material amount of contracts outstanding.

CONTRACTS

TOTAL INTEREST RATE

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

OTC OPTIONS BOUGHT

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

SWAPS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

AGREEMENTS

FORWARD RATE

Instruments

Table 2B

NOK

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other(2)
NZD
PLN

Övriga valutor
Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 2A-C
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USD

EUR

JPY

GBP

CHF

CAD

(in millions of USD)

SEK

(1)

DKK

SINGLE-CURRENCY INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES
Gross negative market values

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) All instruments where all the legs are exposed to one and only one currency's interest rate, including all fixed/floating and floating/floating single-currency interest rate contracts.
(2) Additional currencies in which the reporter has a material amount of contracts outstanding.

CONTRACTS

TOTAL INTEREST RATE

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

OTC OPTIONS SOLD

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

SWAPS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

AGREEMENTS

FORWARD RATE

Instruments

Table 2C

NOK

HKD

SGD

AUD

Other(2)
NZD
PLN

Övriga valutor
Valuta

varav

Valuta

Valuta

varav

Valuta

TOT

Table 2A-C
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125

126

Instruments

US

Japanese

European (2)

Latin American

Equity-linked derivatives
Other Asian (3)

(in millions of USD)

Other

TOTAL

EQUITY AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES(1)
Nominal or notional principal amounts outstanding

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) Any instrument whose price is assumed to be mainly determined by the price of an equity, a stock index or a commodity.
(2) Excluding Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the successor republics of the former Czechoslovakia, Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia. (3) All countries in Asia other than Japan. (4) Silver and platinum.

TOTAL CONTRACTS

TOTAL OTC OPTIONS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

Bought

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

Sold

OTC OPTIONS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FORWARDS AND SWAPS

Table 3A

Precious metals
(other than gold) (4)

Other
commodities

Table 3A-C
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Instruments

US

Japanese

European (2)

Latin American

Equity-linked derivatives
Other Asian (3)

(in millions of USD)

Other

EQUITY AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES(1)
Gross positive market values

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) Any instrument whose price is assumed to be mainly determined by the price of an equity, a stock index or a commodity.
(2) Excluding Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the successor republics of the former Czechoslovakia, Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia. (3) All countries in Asia other than Japan. (4) Silver and platinum.

TOTAL CONTRACTS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

OTC OPTIONS BOUGHT

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FORWARDS AND SWAPS

Table 3B

TOTAL

Precious metals
(other than gold) (4)

Other
commodities

Table 3A-C
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Instruments

US

Japa-nese

Euro-pean(2)

Latin Ame-rican

Equity-linked derivatives

(in millions of USD)

Other Asian(3)

Other

EQUITY AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES(1)
Gross negative market values

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

(1) Any instrument whose price is assumed to be mainly determined by the price of an equity, a stock index or a commodity.
(2) Excluding Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the successor republics of the former Czechoslovakia, Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia. (3) All countries in Asia other than Japan. (4) Silver and platinum.

TOTAL CONTRACTS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

OTC OPTIONS SOLD

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

FORWARDS AND SWAPS

Table 3C

TOTAL

Precious metals
(other than gold) (4)

Other
commodities

Table 3A-C
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Risk category

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

EQUITY CONTRACTS

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

with reporting dealers

CONTRACTS

INTEREST RATE

SINGLE CURRENCY

TOTAL

with non-financial customers

with other financial institutions

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
CONTRACTS
with reporting dealers

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
AND GOLD CONTRACTS

Table 4

One year or less

up to five years

Over one year and

Forwards and swaps
Over five years

One year or less
up to five years

Over one year and

OTC options sold
Over five years

(in millions of USD)

One year or less

Over one year and
up to five years

OTC options bought

NOTIONAL AMOUNTS OUTSTANDING OF
OTC DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS
by remaining maturity at end of reporting period

Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

Over five years

One year or less

Total
Over one year and
up to five years

Over five years

Table 4
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Regular OTC Derivatives Statistics

Instruments
Negative market values

(1) Current credit exposure is defined as the positive replacement cost of OTC contracts outstanding after taking into account legally enforceable
bilateral netting agreements. (2) Liabilities are defined as the negative replacement cost of OTC contracts after taking into account legally
enforceable bilateral netting agreements.

of which: with reporting dealers

AND LIABILITIES(2)

CURRENT CREDIT EXPOSURE(1)

of which: with reporting dealers

Positive market values

(in millions of USD)

GROSS MARKET VALUES, CURRENT CREDIT EXPOSURE
AND LIABILITIES ARISING FROM OTC DERIVATIVE
CONTRACTS AT end of reporting period

GROSS MARKET VALUES

Table 5

Table 5
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5

5

5

6

6

5

6

Bought

Total

Sold

Bought

AAA/AA

Sold

Bought

A/BBB

Sold

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

If a multi-name contract is not rated it is recommended to allocate the contract based on the ratings of the underlying reference credits. For more details on the allocation by rating, please see section 3 of the reporting guidelines.
The remaining contract maturity is to be determined by the difference between the reporting date and the expiry date of the contract and not by the date of execution of the deal.
Sector refers to economic sector of the obligor of the underlying reference obligation(s).
Instruments where a breakdown by sector of the reference entity cannot be determined, or those multi-name instruments where the reference entities belong to different individual sectors (such as in the case of basket credit default swaps).
Central Counterparty (CCP) defined as an entity that interposes itself between counterparties to contracts traded in one or more financial markets, becoming the buyer to every seller and the seller to every buyer.
Including reinsurance and financial guaranty firms.

Bought

(in millions of USD)

Sold

BB and below

Bought

Rating categories 1
Non-rated

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS

Sold

Sold

One year or less

Bought

NOMINAL OR NOTIONAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNTS OUTSTANDING

(1) For single-name instruments the rating of the underlying reference obligation(s) should be used. For rated multi-name CDS contracts the rating of the contract (eg entire basket, portfolio, index or the individual index tranche) should be used.

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Multi-name instruments: of which INDEX PRODUCTS

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Multi-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Single-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

6

Block A and B

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

All contracts

CDS

Bought

Sold

Over one year up to five years

Remaining contract maturity 2

Bought

Sold

Over five years

CDS
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5

5

5

6

6

6

5

6

Bought

Sold

Financial firms

Bought

Sold

Non-financial firms

Bought

Sovereigns

Sold

Sector 3

ABS & MBS
Bought

(in millions of USD)

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

If a multi-name contract is not rated it is recommended to allocate the contract based on the ratings of the underlying reference credits. For more details on the allocation by rating, please see section 3 of the reporting guidelines.
The remaining contract maturity is to be determined by the difference between the reporting date and the expiry date of the contract and not by the date of execution of the deal.
Sector refers to economic sector of the obligor of the underlying reference obligation(s).
Instruments where a breakdown by sector of the reference entity cannot be determined, or those multi-name instruments where the reference entities belong to different individual sectors (such as in the case of basket credit default swaps).
Central Counterparty (CCP) defined as an entity that interposes itself between counterparties to contracts traded in one or more financial markets, becoming the buyer to every seller and the seller to every buyer.
Including reinsurance and financial guaranty firms.

Sold

Bought

Securitised products

NOMINAL OR NOTIONAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNTS OUTSTANDING

(1) For single-name instruments the rating of the underlying reference obligation(s) should be used. For rated multi-name CDS contracts the rating of the contract (eg entire basket, portfolio, index or the individual index tranche) should be used.

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Multi-name instruments: of which INDEX PRODUCTS

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Multi-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Single-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

All contracts

Block A and B

Other
Sold

Bought

Sold

Multiple Sectors 4

CDS
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5

5

5

6

6

6

Gross positive market values

Gross negative market values

(in millions of USD)

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS

GROSS POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE MARKET VALUES

9

Bought

Total

Sold

Bought

reporters
Sold

dealers
Bought

With non-

With reporting

(8) Total notional amounts outstanding, bought and sold, should be allocated to one of the categories listed in the form on an ultimate risk basis, i.e. according to the nationality of the counterparty.
(9) ”Home” country means country of incorporation of the reporter’s head office.

Home country
Abroad
US
Japan
Western Europe
Latin America
Other Asian countries
All other countries

All locations

Counterparty location (all contracts/instruments)

(in millions of USD)

BY LOCATION OF COUNTERPARTY 8

CREDIT DEFAULT SWAPS

Sold

(5) Central Counterparty (CCP) defined as an entity that interposes itself between counterparties to contracts traded in one or more financial markets, becoming the buyer to every seller and the seller to every buyer.
(6) Including reinsurance and financial guaranty firms.
(7) Net market values, positive (claims) and negative (liabilities).

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Multi-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

Single-name instruments

Insurance firms (including pension funds)
SPVs, SPCs or SPEs
Hedge funds
Other
with non-financial customers

CCPs

with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
Banks and securities firms

All contracts

Block C

Claims

Liabilities

Gross credit exposure (Net market values, positive and negative) 7

CDS
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ATTACHMENT FOR

ATTATCHMENT

REGULAR OTC DERIVATIVES MARKET STATISTICS
AT END-JUNE 20xx
FOREIGN-EXCHANGE, INTEREST RATE CREDIT AND "OTHER" DERIVATIVES ¹
Nominal or notional principal amounts outstanding
(in millions of USD)

Instruments

Foreign
exchange
contracts

Singlecurrency
interest rate
derivatives

Credit
derivatives

Other
derivatives¹

FORWARDS AND SWAPS
with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
with non-financial customers
TOTAL
OTC OPTIONS
Sold
with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
with non-financial customers
TOTAL
Bought
with reporting dealers
with other financial institutions
with non-financial customers
TOTAL
TOTAL OTC OPTIONS
Other products 2
TOTAL CONTRACTS
Memorandum items:
Gross positive market values
Gross negative market values
(1) Any instrument which does not involve an exposure to foreign exchange, interest rate, equity, commodity or credit risk.
(2) Any instrument where the transaction is highly leveraged and/or the notional amount is variable
and where a decomposition into individual plain vanilla components in impractical or impossible.
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RIPS

QUARTERLY REPORT
Pension savings institutions

Number of accounts
1 Assets, opening balance ...........……................………………..

Total amount, SEK thousand

+

a Deposits on account .........................…….......................………………………………..
b Shares in investment funds .......……......................……………………………………….
c Other transferable securities .......................……........................………………………………..
2 Payment in ....................................……......................……………...……………..
+
3 Payment out ....................................……...................……………………………….
4 Interest rates ...........................................……...................…………………………………..
+
5 Dividends ..................................……....................………………………………..
+
6 Taxes, fees ............................…….....................…………………………

-

7 Reinvestments to/from another pension savings institution ............…………………………….
+/8 Changes in value ...........................…….....................…………………………..
+/9 Assets, closing balance ........……...............……………………

=

a Deposits on account .................................................………………………………………..
b Shares in investment funds ..............................………………………………………………..
c Other transferable securities ...............................................………………………………….
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Appendix 6a The MFI report – contents of balance sheet items
Article 1. Articles 2–34 of this Appendix shall be applied for the contents
of balance sheet items as per Appendix 1.
General guidelines
The Annual Accounts Act (1995:1559) for Credit Institutions and
Securities Companies (ÅRKL) and Finansinspektionen’s regulations
and general guidelines (FFFS 2008:25) shall apply for the content of
statistical reports, unless the Riksbank has prescribed otherwise. This
is stipulated in Article 6.
An instrument’s characteristics form the criteria for how it is to be
classified in the MFI report. Articles 2-34 of this Appendix stipulate that
provisions in Chapter 3, Article 1, paragraph 2, of ÅRKL and Chapter 3,
Article 2 of FFFS 2008:25 on deviations in the balance sheet format due
to the character and relative liquidity of the items may not be applied.

Assets
Assets: item 101 – Cash and balances with central banks
Article 2. Article 2, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Assets: item 102 – Treasury bills etc. eligible for refinancing
Article 3. Article 3, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Assets: item 103 – Loans
Article 4. Articles 4 and 5, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 apply for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 7, claims shall be reported at gross amounts
(i.e. before deductions for provisions of loan losses and transfer risks).
However, write-downs shall be made for realised loan losses.
Following from Article 8, the item shall be reported at nominal
value.
Following from Article 9, accrued interest shall not be reported
under this item.
Assets: item 103T – Non-performing loans
Article 5. The term non-performing loans refers to lending in which repayment or interest payments are more than 90 days late or lending in which
there is deemed to be a risk that the loan will not be fully repaid without
the utilisation of collateral.
General guidelines
Here, non-performing loans only refers to claims in the form of lending.
Claims in the form of securities and other financial instruments shall
not be included.
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Assets: item 1041 – Loan loss provisions
Article 6. Loan loss provisions for a doubtful loan claim is provisions of
a claim for which the payments will probably not follow the terms of the
contract. A loan claim shall not be considered doubtful if its collateral covers
both the principal and the interest, including compensation for potential
late payments, by a comfortable margin.
The amount in this item shall be stated without using a minus sign.
Assets: item 1042 – Transfer risk provisions
Article 7. The term transfer risk refers to the risk associated with political
events or other general factors in a borrower’s home country that are of
such a nature they can hinder contractual payments from being transferred
to the payment country specified by the lender. Provisions shall be made
for transfer risk, calculated for each individual country, based on the size
of the outstanding loan claims exposed to such a risk.
The amount in this item shall be stated without using a minus sign.
Assets: item 105 – Bonds and other debt securities
Article 8. Article 6, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 9, accrued interest shall not be reported under
this item.
Following from Article 11, derivative instruments shall not be reported under this item, except for hybrid instruments in the form of securities
with embedded derivatives, which shall be included.
Assets: item 106 – Shares and participation rights
Article 9. Articles 7–9, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 apply for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 11, derivatives shall not be reported under this
item.
Assets: item 109 – Intangible fixed assets
Article 10. Article 10, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Assets: item 110 – Tangible assets
Article 11. Article 11, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Assets: item 111 – Subscribed capital not yet paid
Article 12. Article 12, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Assets: item 113 – Other assets
Article 13. Article 13, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
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General guidelines
Following from Article 11, derivatives with a positive market value shall
be reported under this item.
Following from Article 8, lending shall be valued at nominal value.
The difference in valuation that may arise against book value shall be
reported as account adjustments under Other assets.
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Assets: item 114 – Deferred costs and accrued incomes
Article 14. Article 14, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 9, accrued interest on loans and accrued coupon
rates on debt securities shall be reported under this item.
Total: item 120 – Total assets
Article 15. The amounts on items 101–103, 105–114 with a deduction for
items 1041–1042 are totalled in this item.
Special information: item 1001 – Balancing residual item from
branches
Article 16. This item includes positive differences that arise when balances
with the parent institution are excluded from the balance sheet for the own
branches’ total position.
General guidelines
This item only concerns institutions that have branches abroad and only
occurs in such branch reports as are referred to in Article 5, paragraph
2, point 2 (compare equivalent item for negative differences in Article
33 of this Appendix).
Special information: item 100 – Total assets
Article 17. This item includes total assets according to the balance sheet
in the statistical report. Provisions for doubtful claims and transfer risks
in items 1041 and 1042 shall be deducted from the balance sheet total.
General guidelines
This item is entered in the balance sheet for institutions and in the balance
sheet for the total position of own branches.
The amount in this item shall agree with the amount in item 200 (cf.
with Article 34 of this Appendix).

Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 201 – Deposits and
borrowing
Article 18. Articles 15 and 16, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 apply for
this item.
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General guidelines
Following from Article 8, the item shall be reported at nominal value
Following from Article 9, accrued interest shall not be reported
under this item.
Following from Article 10, subordinated liabilities in the form of
deposits and borrowing shall be reported under this item. Subordinated
liabilities in the form of subordinated debentures, however, shall be
reported under item 207, Subordinated debentures.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 203 – Debt securities issued
Article 19. Article 17, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 9, accrued interest shall not be reported under
this item.
Following from Article 11, derivative instruments shall not be reported under this item, except for hybrid instruments in the form of securities
with embedded derivatives, which shall be included.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 204 – Other liabilities
Article 20. Article 18, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 11, derivatives with a negative market value
shall be reported under this item.
Following from Article 8, deposits and borrowing (not debt securities
or subordinated debentures) shall be valued at nominal value. The difference in valuation that may arise against book value shall be reported
as account adjustments under Other liabilities.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 205 – Accrued costs
and deferred incomes
Article 21. Article 19, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
General guidelines
Following from Article 9, accrued interest on deposits and borrowing
and accrued coupon rates on financial liabilities shall be reported under
this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 206 – Provisions
Article 22. Article 20, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 207 – Debenture loans
Article 23. Article 21, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 is applied to subordinated liabilities in the form of securities, so-called subordinated debentures.
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General guidelines
Following from Article 10, subordinated liabilities in the form of deposits
and borrowing shall be reported under item 201, deposits and borrowing.
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Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 208 – Untaxed
reserves
Article 24. Article 22, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 209 – Share capital/
basic fund/capital contributed
Article 25. Article 23, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 210 – Premium
reserve
Article 26. Article 24, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 211 – Revaluation
reserve
Article 27. Article 25, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 212 – Other reserves
Article 28. Article 26, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 213 – Profit or loss
brought forward
Article 29. Article 27, Appendix 1, of FFFS 2008:25 applies for this item.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 214 – Accrued
result
Article 30. This item includes the estimated accrued result from the beginning of the calendar year, according to the statistical report.
Liabilities, provisions, reserves and equity: item 215 – Shares issued
in money market funds
Article 31. The item includes the value of shares issued in money market
funds.
General guidelines
This item is reported only by institutions which are considered money
market funds according to Article 8, Appendix 6c.
Total: item 220 – Total liabilities, provisions, reserves and capital
Article 32. The amounts on items 201–215 are totalled in this item.
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Special information: item 2001 – Balancing residual item from
branches
Article 33. This item includes negative differences that arise when balances with the institution are excluded from the balance sheet for the own
branches’ total position.
General guidelines
This item only concerns institutions that have branches abroad and only
occurs in such branch reports as are referred to in Article 5, paragraph
2, point 2 (compare equivalent item for positive differences in Article
16 of this Appendix).
Special information: item 200 – Total assets
Article 34. This item refers to the total assets
General guidelines
This item is entered in the balance sheet for institutions and in the balance
sheet for the total position of own branches.
The amount in this item shall agree with the amount in item 100 (cf.
with Article 17 of this Appendix).
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Appendix 6b The MFI report – contents of items when
specifying assets and liabilities
Article 1. Articles 2-18 of this Appendix apply when specifying assets and
liabilities according to Appendices 1b, 1f and 1h.
Specification of items 102, 103 and 105 – Maturity
Article 2. For debt securities, maturity refers to the period of time between
issuance and the security’s agreed due date.
With the exception of the specification Maturity Specification, the
maturity for agreements reported under item 103 Loans shall be equal to
the loan’s current original interest rate fixation period.
As regards the information in the specification Maturity Specification,
the remaining interest rate fixation period shall also be stated, in addition
to the original interest rate fixation period. The term remaining interest
rate fixation period refers to the period of time from the date covered by
the reporting until the end of the interest rate fixation period.
Loans should always be classified by the current original interest rate
fixation period. Consideration shall not be given to any previous interest
fixation periods.
Loans with variable interest include loans with an original fixed-interest
period of up to 3 months.
The term overdrafts and revolving loans refers to overdraft facilities
and revolving loans in which credits can be utilised freely as long as the
borrower stays within the granted credit limit. Revolving loans need not
involve demands for regular repayments but, when loans are repaid, the
available credit increases for the borrower.
General guidelines
This Article entails that the distribution shall be carried out taking the
original maturity into account, with the exception of the information
in the specification Maturity Specification. This deviates from Chapter
5, Article 4 of FFFS 2008:25, which prescribes distribution after the
remaining maturity.
The Article makes no distinction between secure and doubtful claims.
Consequently, it does not matter when doubtful claims are expected to
be received.
Overdrafts and revolving loans include for example overdraft facilities, construction credits, extended and convenience credit card credits.
Specification of item 103 – Loans
Article 3. For loans with double collateral, the loan in its entirety shall be
reported under the type of collateral that covers the majority of the loan
when lending is broken down by collateral.
In housing credit institutions’ breakdown of loans by type of collateral,
Appendix 1h, lending to non-MFIs shall be reported excluding overnight
loans, repurchase agreements and construction credits.
In the specification Collateral, maturity, lending to entrepreneurial
households and other households in Sweden and lending to households
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in Euro area countries (in other words, excluding non-profit institutions
serving households) shall be reported.
In this specification, overnight loans and repurchase agreements shall
be included, to the extent they exist, in Other Collateral, maturity up to
one year.
Negative balances on loan accounts shall be moved to deposits (liabilities). This is applicable for all individual accounts in which balances are
negative.
General guidelines
Following from Article 5, housing credit institutions shall provide information about lending broken down by collateral according to Appendix
1h. Nevertheless, all institutions shall provide information about lending
broken down by collateral according to Appendix 1b.
Articles 29, 31 and 32 in Appendix 6c include regulations on which
categories of borrowers are classified as non-MFIs.
Negative balances for on demand accounts (deposits) are entered on
the assets side under the item Overdrafts and revolving loans. Similarly,
any negative balances on loan accounts are moved to the equivalent item
under deposits on the liabilities side.
Article 4. In the specification Credit card credit, convenience and extended
credit card credit shall be reported broken down by counterparty as well
as by the number of delayed debit and credit cards issued.
When breaking down lending by counterparty for credit card credit, the
party responsible for payment is reported as the counterparty.
Convenience credit card claim includes credit for which there is no
interest from when the card is used until the immediately following invoice
is settled. Extended credit card credit includes credit that is not settled at
the invoicing date immediately following the use of the credit card, and is
usually subject to interest.
General guidelines
The first sentence means that if the credit card credit refers to a company credit card for which the employee is responsible for payment,
households shall be reported as the counterparty. However, if the company is responsible for payment, the company is considered to be the
counterparty.
Article 5. When breaking down lending by counterparty for factoring credit,
the issuer of the invoice shall be reported as the counterparty in instances
where the credit risk remains with the issuer. If the credit risk is transferred
from the issuing party, the party responsible for paying the invoice shall
be reported as the counterparty.
Article 6. In the specification Type of credit, lending through overnight
loans and repurchase agreements to non-MFIs should be included under
lending to non-MFIs in Sweden and abroad. Off-balance sheet items in the
form of outstanding undrawn credit facilities and trade financing are also
to be reported under type of credit.
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General guidelines
Articles 29, 31 and 32 in Appendix 6c include regulations on which
categories of borrowers are classified as non-MFIs.
The term outstanding undrawn credit facilities (credit lines) refers to
the commitment to provide credit, purchase securities or issue guarantees
in accordance with Directive 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No.
575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council on off-balance
sheet items with medium, medium-low and low risk.
The term trade financing of off-balance sheet items refers, among
other things, to letters of credit, opened or confirmed, in accordance
with Directive 2013/36/EU and the Regulation (EU) no. 575/2013 on
off-balance sheet items with medium and medium-low risk.
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Article 7. The item repurchase agreements includes the book value of
the purchase price received during the actual repurchase transactions and
repayable liquid funds that are pledged as collateral for securities lending.
Specification of item 106 – Shares and participation rights
Article 8. This item includes shares and other participation rights in
Swedish companies or economic associations or equivalent foreign
companies.
Depositary receipts shall be allocated to counterparties on the basis of
the enterprise issuing the underlying shares.
An enterprise is considered to be a Swedish or foreign company depending on its legal residence.
Shares admitted to trading include shares traded on a regulated market or
trading platform in accordance with the Securities Market Act (2007:528)
or equivalent foreign marketplaces and other shares traded on the securities
market that have a generally available listing.
The term shares in Swedish money market and investment funds refer
to shares in mutual and alternative investment funds registered in Sweden.
The term shares in foreign investment funds refer to shares in mutual funds
and alternative investment funds registered abroad.
General guidelines
According to the third paragraph, an enterprise is a foreign enterprise if
it has a foreign legal residence. The place of registration should be the
primary determining factor. If there is no requirement for registration,
the location of corporate headquarters should be the determining factor.
According to the third paragraph, even shares and participation rights
issued by foreign subsidiaries of Swedish enterprises should be treated
as foreign shares or participation rights.
The fourth paragraph covers trading on a regulated market or trading
platform in accordance with Chapter 1, Article 5, points 12 and 20 of
the Securities Market Act (2007:528) or an equivalent foreign marketplace outside the EEA. The fourth paragraph also covers trade through
a party who conducts such operations professionally, as referred to in
Chapter 2, Article 1, points 1-8 of the Securities Market Act (2007:528),
and trade in which shares ate the object of general available listing for
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trading at a Swedish or foreign bank or broker (cf. Article 1, point 2 of
the Insider Trader Penalty Act [2005:377] for Market Abuse in Financial
Instrument Trading).
The fourth paragraph states that shares listed on the Nordic MTF,
Aktietorget or First North are considered to be admitted to trade.
The term alternative investment funds refers to enterprises pursuant
to Chapter 1, Article 2, of the Alternative Investment Funds Managers
Act (2013:561).
The term mutual funds refer to funds pursuant to Chapter 1, Article
2, point 25 of the Investment Funds Act (2004:46).
The term money market and investment funds registered in Sweden
refers to mutual and alternative investment funds that fall under the
supervision of Finansinspektionen and are registered in Sweden. Funds
registered abroad shall be reported as foreign even if the fund company
or management company is based in Sweden.
Shares in partnerships such as member contributions, subordinated
debentures and other contributions in economic associations are examples
of other participating interests, provided that they do not comprise shares
in alternative investment funds.
Specification of item 201 – Deposits and borrowing: Type of account
and maturity
Article 9. Classification of deposits by category and maturity is determined
by the agreed original maturity or term of notice.
General guidelines
For deposits and borrowing, the terms maturity and term of notice refer
to the period of time during which the deposit is frozen or subject to
restrictions on withdrawal. Unlike with lending, maturity is not automatically equated with the interest fixation period, even though the interest
rate fixation period and maturity may indeed correspond.
Article 10. Overnight loans refer to deposits with an agreed maturity of
up to one Swedish business day.
Article 11. On demand-deposits include deposits without an agreed maturity that are directly transferable and that can be deposited by cheque,
debit card or similar means of payment. On demand-deposits also include
deposits that are not directly transferable but which can be converted to
cash in up to one business day without incurring a significant fee or unfavourable interest terms.
Negative balances on deposit accounts shall be moved to lending (assets).
This is applicable for all individual accounts in which balances are negative.
General guidelines
Directly transferable deposits include deposits that can be transferred
by giro transfer.
Negative balances in on demand accounts (deposits) are entered on
the assets side under the item Overdrafts and revolving loans. Similarly,
any negative balances on loan accounts are moved to the equivalent item
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under deposits on the liabilities side.
On demand-deposits include accounts such as normal cheque and
wage accounts as well as balances for prepaid cards that the institution
issued. Repayable liquid funds pledged as collateral for derivative
agreements and securities lending are not considered to be on demand-deposits.
The term significant restriction, fee or unfavourable interest terms refers to a fee/worsening equivalent to more than 0.5 per cent of the amount
of withdrawal when the fee is expressed as a percentage of the amount
of withdrawal. If the withdrawal fee is expressed as a predetermined
amount, the term significant refers to a withdrawal fee in excess of SEK
15 per withdrawal. A limitation on the number of free withdrawals per
year from an account is also considered to form a significant restriction.
Regardless of the fee charged for non-free withdrawals, these accounts
shall be reported under deposits redeemable at notice of up to 3 months.
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Article 12. Deposits with agreed maturity include deposits with agreed
maturity in which, during this period of time, the deposit may not be withdrawn in cash or may only be withdrawn in cash in exchange for a fee or
worsening of interest terms.
General guidelines
The term agreed maturity refers to the original maturity. In this context,
the term maturity refers to the period of time during which the deposit is
frozen or subject to restrictions on withdrawal, which may differ from
the fixed-interest period.
Administratively regulated deposits such as forest accounts are also
included here according to maturity. Administratively regulated deposits
in which the maturity related criterion is not relevant are classified as
deposits with agreed maturity of over 2 years.
Repayable liquid funds pledged as collateral for derivative agreements
are also reported as deposits with agreed maturity. However, repayable
liquid funds pledged as collateral for securities lending are reported as
purchase agreements.
Individual pension savings are not included in this item. They are
included under the item individual pension savings, which is a sub-item
to households.
Article 13. Deposits that may not be withdrawn in cash before the expiry
of the term of notice or which may only be withdrawn in cash before the
expiry of the term of notice in exchange for a fee or a worsening of interest
terms are included under the item deposits redeemable at notice.
General guidelines
Accounts without terms of notice or maturity, but in which withdrawals
are subject to significant fees or worsening of interest terms are also
included under deposits redeemable at notice of up to three months.
Accounts with a limited number of free withdrawals per year are also
reported here, regardless of the fee charged for non-free withdrawals.
The term significant restriction, fee or worsening of interest terms
refers to a fee/worsening equivalent to more than 0.5 per cent of the
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amount of withdrawal when the fee is expressed as a percentage of the
amount of withdrawal. If the withdrawal fee is expressed as a predetermined amount, the term significant refers to a withdrawal fee in excess
of SEK 15 per withdrawal.
Deposit accounts without terms of notice or maturity but where
opportunities for withdrawal are limited and this limitation cannot be
avoided through the payment of a fee or unfavourable interest terms are
included under deposits redeemable at notice over two years.
Article 14. The item repurchase agreements includes the book value of
the purchase price received during the actual repurchase transactions and
repayable liquid funds that are pledged as collateral for securities lending.
Article 15. The item transferable deposits includes on demand accounts in
which the funds are available for the implementation of transfers without
significant restrictions or delays. Accounts in which funds may only be
withdrawn as cash and/or transferred to another of the account-holder’s
accounts are not classified as transferable.
Information on the number of accounts with transferable deposits needs
only be reported for December, while outstanding volumes are to be reported for each reporting period.
General guidelines
Giro transfers, direct deposits, mobile payments and debit cards (for
example) are included under transferable deposits. Examples of on
demand accounts with non-transferable deposits are accounts in which
deposits can be withdrawn without delay or charge but from which
payments can only be made to a customer’s own account in the same
or a different institution or as a cash withdrawal.
Specification of item 203 – Debt securities issued: Bonds etc.
Article 16. Bonds include transferable securities with a normal original
maturity (not interest rate fixation period) of over one year and, in exceptional cases, one year.
Money market instruments (certificates) include transferable securities
with a normal original maturity (not interest fixation period) of not more
than one year.
The term maturity refers to the period of time between when the security
is issued and the security’s agreed due date.
The term index-linked bonds refers to hybrid instruments with embedded
derivatives. Article 11 means that index-linked bonds in their entirety shall
be reported under debt securities issued.
General guidelines
The term index-linked bonds refers to financial products having a bond
as a base. To this bond are linked options with one or more underlying
assets, for example shares, interest rates, currencies or commodities. The
last paragraph of Article 16 of this Appendix means that the entire value
of the instrument shall be reported under securities issued, i.e. it shall
not be broken down into a bond portion and an embedded derivative.
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Article 17. Short positions are reported separately under other liabilities.
The term short position indicates that the institution sells a borrowed security. The characteristics of the security borrowed during short positions are
specified under the specification short positions. Sector, type of security
and maturity correspond to the provisions for holdings of instruments under
Articles 2 and 8 of this Appendix.
General guidelines
The term counterparty refers to the party issuing the security, not the
party lending the security.
Housing credit institutions’ specification of loans broken down by
collateral
Article 18. Article 3 of this Appendix applies for this specification.
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Appendix 6c The MFI report – contents of items when
specifying counterparties
Article 1. Articles 2–32 of this Appendix apply when specifying assets
and liabilities for Swedish counterparties in accordance with Appendices
1b–d, 1f and 1h.
General guidelines
Regulations regarding foreign counterparties are presented in Articles
30–32 of this Appendix.
The comparisons in the headings and the general guidelines with
sector codes refer to Statistics Sweden’s Standard Classification by
Institutional Sector 2014 (INSEKT 2014).
Statistics Sweden’s business register is available for sectoral classification of Swedish counterparties in statistical reporting.
Counterparty: Monetary financial institutions
Article 2. Monetary financial institutions (MFIs) are financial institutions
whose business is to receive deposits or close substitutes to deposits from
institutional entities, and consequently not just from other MFIs, and issue
loans or invest in securities for their own account.
MFIs consist of:
1. central banks in accordance with Article 3 of this Appendix,
2. MFIs excluding central banks in accordance with Articles 4–7 and
9–10 of this Appendix, and
3. money market funds in accordance with Article 8 of this Appendix.
General guidelines
The Riksbank publishes a list of monetary financial institutions in Sweden. The European Central Bank (ECB) publishes a list of monetary
financial institutions based in the EU. Links to these lists can be found
on Statistics Sweden’s website for reporting of financial market statistics.
Counterparty: Central banks – compare with sector code 121
Article 3. Central banks include the Riksbank and foreign central banks.
Connections with the European Central Bank (ECB) as counterparty shall
be classified under Germany.
Counterparty: Banks – compare with sector code 1221
Article 4. Banks are financial companies whose business activities are
characterised by lending and of receiving deposits from the general public
or the regular issue of debt securities.
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General guidelines
The term bank refers to Swedish companies licensed to conduct banking
operations in accordance with the Banking and Financing Business Act
(2004:297).
This includes:
-- limited liability banks, savings banks and cooperative banks
This also includes:
-- foreign-owned banks in Sweden that are registered as Swedish
legal entities
This does not include:
-- foreign banks’ branches in Sweden; compare with sector code 1222
-- Swedish banks’ branches abroad; these are specified under counterparties in EMU countries, other EU countries and other foreign
countries
-- securities companies and brokers who are entitled to accept deposits; compare with sector code 1225
Counterparty: Foreign banks’ branches in Sweden – compare with
sector code 1222
Article 5. Foreign banks’ branches in Sweden are foreign banks’ branches
that conduct banking operations from an entity established in Sweden.
General guidelines
This does not include:
-- foreign-owned banks in Sweden that are registered as Swedish
legal entities, compare with sector code 1221
Counterparty: Housing credit institutions – compare with sector
code 1223
Article 6. Housing credit institutions are financial companies whose main
activity, according to their articles of association, is providing loans for
housing purposes, usually against collateral in the form of housing.
General guidelines
The Riksbank publishes a list of institutions classified as housing credit
institutions.
Counterparty: Other monetary credit market companies – compare
with sector code 1224
Article 7. Other monetary credit market companies are:
1. financial companies – except the Riksbank, banks, foreign banks’
branches in Sweden and housing credit institutions - that have the
business of accepting deposits or close substitutes for deposits from
entities other than monetary financial institutions, and which issue
loans or invest in securities for their own account, and
2. The Swedish Ships’ Mortgage Bank (Skeppshypotekskassan).
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General guidelines
This includes:
-- companies that are licensed by Finansinspektionen to conduct
deposit and/or lending activities and that are classified as monetary
financial institutions according to the Riksbank’s list
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This does not include:
-- Companies not listed as monetary financial institutions by the
Riksbank
Counterparty: Money market funds – compare with sector code 1230
Article 8. Money market funds are funds for collective investment primarily devoted to financial intermediation by means of issuing fund units
that are close substitutes for deposits and investing in securities with short
remaining maturity or in other money market funds. Money market funds
have the investment target of retaining the fund’s capital and providing a
return in line with yields on money market instruments.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- funds classified as monetary financial institutions according to
the Riksbank’s list
This does not include:
-- mutual funds and alternative investment funds not listed as monetary financial institutions by the Riksbank; compare with sector
code 1240.
-- companies that manage mutual funds or alternative investment
funds (fund management companies); compare with sector code
1261.
Counterparty: Monetary securities companies – compare with code
1225
Article 9. Monetary securities companies are companies that conduct trade
in financial instruments on their own behalf and that are licensed for both
lending and accepting deposits.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- securities companies and securities brokers classified as monetary
financial institutions according to the Riksbank’s list
This does not include:
-- securities companies and securities brokers not listed as monetary
financial institutions by the Riksbank. If they trade on their own
account, compare with sector code 1252; if the institute trades on
behalf of others, compare with sub-sector 1261.
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Counterparty: Other monetary financial institutions – compare with
sector code 1229
Article 10. Other monetary financial institutions are companies that are
monetary financial institutions but that are not covered by Articles 3–9 of
this Appendix.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- electronic money institutions that are principally engaged in
financial intermediation in the form of issuing electronic money
Counterparty: General government
Article 11. General government refers to
1. central government administration except for the Swedish National
Debt Office and social security funds. Entities that are controlled
by the central government, which are non-market producers, and
whose output is intended for individual or collective consumption,
as well as entities that are principally engaged in the redistribution
of income and wealth. These entities shall be financed mainly by
mandatory payments from entities that belong to other sectors,
2. local government – compare with sector code 1313,
3. social security funds – compare with sector code 1314, and
4. The Swedish National Debt Office (Riksgäldskontoret).
General guidelines
According to the first point, the central government sector does not
include entities managed as corporations or in corporate-like form,
with the exception of entities controlled and predominantly funded by
central government and managed as companies despite being non-market
producers. For foreign countries, federal governments are also included
in the general government – compare with sector code 1312.
Counterparty: Local governments – compare with sector code 1313
Article 12. Local governments are entities controlled by municipalities,
federations of local government authorities or county councils, and which
are non-market producers.
General guidelines
This does not include:
-- entities managed as corporations or in corporate-like form, with
the exception of entities controlled and predominantly funded
by local governments and managed as companies despite being
non-market producers.
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Article 13. Social security funds are public entities whose primary activity
is to provide social benefits and where certain groups of the population
are bound, by law or regulation, to participate in the scheme or pay contributions.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- the National Pension Insurance Funds (AP funds), with the exception of the Seventh National Pension Fund – compare with
sector code 1261
-- the Swedish Pensions Agency
The AP funds are included in social security funds, even though they
are government authorities (see Chapter 1, Section 1 of the National
Pension Insurance Funds Act (2000:192) and Chapter 1, Section 1 of
the Act on the Sixth National Pension Fund (2000:193).
Counterparty: Federal governments – compare with sector code
1312
Article 14. Federal governments are equivalent entities, as in Article 11,
point 1 of this Appendix, at the state/regional level.
General guidelines
This Article is not relevant to the breakdown of assets and liabilities by
Swedish counterparties.
Counterparty: Non-monetary investment funds – compare with
sector code 1240
Article 15. Non-monetary investment funds are mutual funds and alternative
investment funds with the exception of money market funds. The funds are
made up of collective investments and invest on their own account in listed
or unlisted shares, derivatives, fund units or short-term debt securities, or
in other financial instruments or non-financial assets such as real estates.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- funds that invest in other funds (fund-of funds), hedge funds,
exchange-traded funds (ETFs), equity funds, private equity and
joint venture capital funds, real estate funds, mixed funds, bond
funds and other mutual funds and alternative investment funds
except for money market funds.
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This does not include:
-- money market funds – compare with sector code 1230
-- companies that manage mutual funds and alternative investment
funds (fund management companies) – compare with sector code
1261.
-- sovereign wealth funds – compare with sector code 127
Counterparty: Non-monetary securities companies – compare with
code 1252
Article 16. Non-monetary securities companies are companies that trade
in financial instruments on their own account but are not classified as
monetary financial institutions.
General guidelines
This does not include:
-- securities companies and brokers that are classified as monetary
financial institutions – compare sector code 1225
-- securities companies and brokers that trade on behalf of customers, hold financial instruments on behalf of customers or provide
advice and investment analyses – compare with sector code 1261
Counterparty: Insurance corporations – compare with sector code 128
Article 17. Insurance corporations are companies engaged in financial
intermediation as a consequence of the pooling of risks, mainly in the form
of direct insurance or reinsurance.
Insurance companies also include friendly societies engaged in insurance
or individual pension insurance, but not occupational pension insurance –
compare with sector code 129.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- life and non-life insurance companies
-- reinsurance companies and credit insurance companies
-- non-life insurance companies that only insure risks within the
corporate group owning the company, known as captive insurance
companies
-- life insurance companies that manage occupational pension insurances
Counterparty: Pension funds – compare with sector code 129
Article 18. Pension funds are companies primarily engaged in financial
intermediation as a consequence of the pooling of social risks and the
insured individuals’ needs (social insurance). The sector only includes
those pension funds that are separate from the entities that formed them.
In their role of social insurance system, pension funds provide an income
after retirement and, frequently, benefits to surviving relatives and benefits
payable in the event of invalidity. Beneficiaries are made up of specific
groups of employees or self-employed persons.
Institutions for occupational retirement provisions (IORPs) are regarded
as pension funds, while life insurance companies providing occupational
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pension insurances are regarded as insurance corporations – compare with
sector code 128.
Insurance associations, mutual benefit societies and friendly societies
providing occupational pensions are included as pension funds, while
voluntary private insurance and pension insurance are not – compare with
sector code 128.
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General guidelines
This includes:
-- Institutions for occupational retirement provisions (IORPs)
-- friendly societies engaged in occupational pension provisions
-- Pension foundations
This does not include:
-- staff-foundations – compare with sector codes 1262 and 11
-- Profit-sharing foundations – compare with sector code 127
-- Life insurance companies managing occupational pension insurance – compare with sector code 128
-- Occupational pension activities in which funds are not moved to
an independent pension foundation but remain on the company’s
balance sheet (known as book reserves)
Counterparty: Financial vehicle corporations (FVCs) – compare
with sector code 1251
Article 19 Financial vehicle corporations (FVCs) are financial companies
engaging in securitisation transactions.
Securitisation often takes place in conjunction with the transfer of a credit
portfolio to a separate company, a so-called financial vehicle corporation,
which is distinct from the original lender. The financial vehicle corporation
funds the purchase by issuing securities. The holders of these securities
receive the right to the cash flow from the underlying claims. Securitisation
can also take place via the transfer of credit risks or insurance risks.
General guidelines
This does not include:
-- special purpose vehicles/special purpose entities – compare with
sector code 127
-- Monetary financial institutions that issue covered bonds
Counterparty: Financial auxiliaries – compare with sector code 1261
Article 20. Financial auxiliaries are companies that do not engage in financial intermediation but whose operations support and are closely related to
financial intermediation, which is to say that they do not assume ownership
of or risk in the financial assets and liabilities they trade or mediate.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- administrative auxiliaries serving financial brokers, such as stock
exchanges and central supervisory authorities other than public
authorities
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For Sweden, the central counterparty (CCP) NASDAQ OMX
is included as a financial auxiliary due to the company’s stock
exchange operations
securities companies and brokers who trade on behalf of others
fund management companies and managers of alternative investment funds that primarily manage and do not invest on their own
account, insurance brokers, claims-settlements agents and other
auxiliary corporations for insurance activities
currency exchange companies
payment service providers (payment institutions) that mediate
payments, for example between buyers and sellers, in so far as the
payment service forms the main business operation
the Seventh AP Fund

Counterparty: Non-profit institutions serving financial corporations
– compare with code 1262
Article 21. Non-profit institutions serving financial corporations are
non-profit organisations and associations which are legal entities and
which serve financial corporations and financial corporate-like institutional
entities, but which are not engaged in financial brokerage.
General guidelines
This includes:
-- the employer and trade associations of financial corporations,
including organisations which principally act as interest groups
for the benefit of financial corporations
-- staff, research, development and educational foundations of financial corporations
This does not include:
-- financial corporations’ pension foundations – compare with sector
code 129
Counterparty: Investment companies – compare with sector code
1254
Article 22. Investment companies are companies - with ownership spread
among a great number of natural persons - that exclusively or almost exclusively manage shares or similar assets and whose task is essentially to
offer these owners a spread of risks through a balanced holding of securities.
General guidelines
This also includes:
-- such subsidiaries of investment companies that manage shares or
trade in shares
Counterparty: Financial corporations engaged in lending– compare
with code 1253
Article 23. Financial corporations engaged in lending are financial companies that conduct lending operations, including the funding of hire-pur-
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chase agreements, personal and commercial credits, financial leasing and
factoring, but which are not considered to be monetary financial institutions
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General guidelines
This does not include:
-- Financial corporations that are classified as monetary financial
institutions by the Riksbank – compare sector code 1224
Counterparty: Captive financial institutions and money lenders –
compare with sector code 127
Article 24. Captive financial institutions and money lenders are financial corporations that are engaged in neither financial intermediation nor
financial auxiliary activities and which are characterised by the majority
of either their assets or liabilities not being traded on the open financial
market. The sector includes two main types of entity. One type only carries
out transactions within a limited group of companies, for example with its
own subsidiaries or subsidiaries of the same holding company. The other
type consists of entities that lend from their own resources that have been
provided by only one financier.
General guidelines
This also includes:
-- holding companies that hold a controlling share of equity in a
group of subsidiaries and whose primary activity is acting as
owner of the group without providing any other services to the
subsidiaries, which is to say they neither administer nor manage
the other entities
-- special purpose vehicles/special purpose entities, assuming that
they qualify as institutional entities and have the provision of
financial services as primary activity. They acquire funds on the
open market for use by their parent companies or within their own
corporate group.
-- entities providing financial services exclusively with their own resources or funds from a financier to several different customers and
taking the financial risk if the debtor fails to fulfil its obligations.
Examples of these include certain loan companies, corporations
providing export loans with the help of funds from a financier,
e.g. a public entity or a non-profit organisation, and pawnbrokers
mainly engaged in lending operations.
-- sovereign wealth funds, assuming that these are classified as
financial corporations
-- profit-sharing foundations
-- family foundations and undistributed estates that are legal entities
Counterparty: Other financial intermediaries – compare with sector
code 1259
Article 25. Other financial intermediaries are other financial institutions
than those referred to in Articles 3–10 and 15–24 of this Appendix.
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General guidelines
This includes:
-- venture capital companies and development capital companies
that mainly invest on their own account
-- financial brokers who accept deposits and/or close substitutes for
deposits or who raise loans exclusively from monetary financial
institutions, deposit companies pursuant to the Deposits Business
Act (2004:299)
This does not include:
-- alternative investment funds – compare with sector code 1240
Counterparty: Non-financial corporate sector – compare sector code 11
Article 26. Non-financial corporate sector refers to corporations and corporate like entities (“quasi-corporations”), which are market producers and
whose principal activity is the production of goods or non-financial services.
General guidelines
This also includes:
-- tenant-owner associations, the business name of the association
must contain the word bostadsrättsförening or Bfr (tenant-owner
associations). Tenant-owner associations have the legal entity
form 53.
-- government-owned enterprises
This does not include:
-- foreign-based branches or other operational units of Swedish
corporations – compare with sector code 2
Counterparty: Households and entrepreneurial households – compare with sector code 14
Article 27. Households are individuals or groups of individuals as consumers and as entrepreneurs, who are market producers and where the
production of goods and services is an integrated part of the household’s
economy.
Entrepreneurial households are households whose largest income is
derived from businesses without independent legal status. Income from
business refers to income from:
-- sole proprietorships
-- partnerships, limited shipping partnerships or similar arrangements
which are not legal entities
-- agricultural property which is not leased out
-- other property
Counterparty: Non-profit institutions serving households – compare
with sector code 15
Article 28. Non-profit institutions serving households are non-profit institutions which are not market producers and which serve the household
sector with the purpose of safeguarding household interests or performing
humanitarian aid activities.
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This includes:
-- trade unions, trade associations, political parties, churches and
religious societies, social and cultural associations and non-profit
recreation and sports clubs
-- charity, aid and relief organisations
This does not include:
-- organisations that are controlled by the public sector or the corporate sector
-- staff foundations – compare with sector codes 1262 and 11
-- family foundations – compare with sector code 127
Counterparty: Non-MFIs
Article 29. Non-MFIs are, for Swedish counterparties, the counterparties
that are not classified as monetary financial institutions, i.e.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

general government according to Article 11 of this Appendix
investment funds, except for money market funds according to
Article 15 of this Appendix,
non-monetary securities companies and securities brokers according to Article 16 of this Appendix,
insurance corporations according to Article 17 of this Appendix,
pension funds according to Article 18 of this Appendix,
financial vehicle corporations (FVCs) according to Article 19 of
this Appendix,
financial auxiliaries according to Article 20 of this Appendix,
non-profit institutions serving financial corporations according to
Article 21 of this Appendix,
investment companies according to Article 22 of this Appendix,
financial corporations engaged in lending according to Article 23
of this Appendix,
captive financial institutions and money lenders according to
Article 24 of this Appendix,
other financial intermediaries according to Article 25 of this
Appendix,
non-financial corporate sector according to Article 26 of this
Appendix,
households and entrepreneurial households according to Article
27 of this Appendix, and
non-profit institutions serving households according to Article 28
of this Appendix.

Counterparties in EMU countries, other EU countries and other
foreign countries – compare with sector code 2
Article 30. Where applicable, Articles 1–28 of this Appendix apply for the
classification of assets and liabilities for foreign counterparties according
to Appendices 1b–d, 1f and 1h.
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Article 31. Non-MFIs in EMU countries and other EU countries refers to
1. general government excluding central banks,,
2. other counterparties except monetary financial institutions.
Article 32. Non-MFIs/non-bank public in other foreign countries
refers to
1. general government excluding central banks,
2. counterparties other than Swedish MFI’s branches and other
foreign banks and institutions corresponding to MFIs and their
branches.
General guidelines
In the statistical reporting, certain items are to be allocated by EU country
and by certain international organisations, as well as by EU currency
and certain other foreign currencies. The allocation by country and
currency and the specific international organisations are presented in
the reporting form and in Statistics Sweden’s “Instructions for the MFI
form” (Instruktioner för MFI-blanketten).
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Appendix 6d The MFI report – contents of items when
specifying balances with own branches
Article 1. For specifications of balances with own branches in accordance
with Appendix 1e, Article 2 in this Appendix applies.
General guidelines
Article 5 states that an institution shall report the total balances with
branches and that balances between different branches shall not be
reported.
Institutions that are branches shall not prepare a separate compilation
according to Appendix 1e, since one branch cannot own another branch.
If the branch holds a security issued by the parent company, this is
reported by the parent company under balances with branches, liabilities
and not under item 203 Issued securities. As the branch is to eliminate
balances with the parent company, this holding is not reported as a
securities asset.
Article 2. To the extent appropriate, the provisions in Appendix 7a–c shall
apply for the content in the items that specify balances with own branches.
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Appendix 6e The MFI report – contents of items when
reporting revaluations
Article 1. Articles 2–13 of this Appendix apply when reporting revaluations
according to Appendix 1f. Revaluations are changes to outstanding amounts
during the period, which are not due to transactions, reclassifications or
changes in exchange rates (with the exception of the item shares and participation rights and the item derivatives, in which changes in exchange
rates are included in revaluations).
General guidelines
Stocks refers to the balance sheet values reported for the corresponding
items in Appendices 1a, 1b and 1d.
Period refers to the time since the previous reporting date. The period
for monthly reports is the most recent month, for quarterly reports the
most recent quarter and for annual reports the most recent year.
For both assets and liabilities, revaluations that imply an increase of
assets and liabilities shall be reported with a plus sign and revaluations
that imply a decrease shall be reported with a minus sign. As writedowns and write-offs result in a smaller stock, these revaluations shall
be reported with a minus sign.
For additional guidelines on how to compile revaluations, Statistics
Sweden’s document, “Instructions for the MFI form” (Instruktioner för
MFI-blanketten) applies.

Asset items
Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing
Article 2. Changes in the value of Treasury bills, etc. eligible for refinancing that are due to changes in market value are reported as ‘revaluations’
to the extent that they are not attributable to changes in exchange rates.
Loans
Article 3. Changes in the value of loans that are due to write-downs and
write-offs of the reported stocks are reported as ‘revaluations’. Other
changes in value are not included.
Bonds and other debt securities
Article 4. Changes in the value of bonds and other debt securities that
are due to changes in market value of the reported stocks are reported
as ‘revaluations’ to the extent that they are not attributable to changes in
exchange rates.
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Shares and participation rights
Article 5. Changes in the value of shares and participation rights that are
due to changes in the market value of reported stocks shall be reported as
revaluations. The revaluations are calculated inclusive of exchange rate
effects.
Intangible fixed assets
Article 6. Depreciation and write-downs of Intangible fixed assets’ reported
stocks shall be reported as revaluations.
Tangible assets
Article 7. Depreciation, write-downs and write-ups of Tangible fixed
assets’ reported stocks shall be reported as revaluations. Other changes in
value are not included.
Other assets
Article 8. For derivative instruments that are assets, all changes in reported
stocks that are not transactions shall be reported as revaluations. For Other
assets for protection of claims and Other assets, other, the changes in value
that are not due to purchases and sales or changes in exchange rates shall
be reported as revaluations.
General guidelines
Transactions in derivative instruments refer to paid or received option
premiums, realised profits or losses from derivative contracts (that is,
contracts that have been exercised or that have reached maturity), interest paid or received from interest rate swaps and FRAs, as well as the
purchase and sale of derivative instruments on the secondary market.

Liability items
Other liabilities
Article 9. For derivative instruments that are liabilities, all changes in
reported stocks that are not transactions shall be reported as revaluations.
For short positions, revaluations shall be calculated with methods
corresponding to those specified in Articles 4–5 of this Appendix, with
revaluations increasing the liability being indicated by a plus sign and
revaluations decreasing the liability being indicated by a negative sign.
Revaluation for Other liabilities, other are changes in value that are not
due to purchases and sales or changes in exchange rates.
General guidelines
See Article 8 of this Appendix for general guidelines on what is meant
by transactions in derivative instruments.
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Article 10. Increases in provisions shall be reported as revaluations.
Reductions in provisions shall be reported as revaluations to the extent that
they are not due to an outflow.
Write-ups against revaluation reserve
Article 11. Write-ups against revaluation reserve shall be reported as
revaluations of both the asset and the revaluation reserve.

Securitised or otherwise sold loans and administered FVC loans
Securitised or otherwise sold loans
Article 12. Write-offs and write-downs of loans connected with securitised
or otherwise sold loans that affect the balance sheet shall be reported as
revaluations. Revaluations of sold loans are an ‘of-which’ item of revaluations for loans.
Administered FVC loans
Article 13. Write-offs and write-downs of loans that the institution
administers for financial vehicle corporations (FVCs) shall be reported as
revaluations. Other changes in value are not included.
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Appendix 6f The MFI report – contents of items when
reporting revaluations of balances with own branches
Article 1. Article 2 in this Appendix is applicable when reporting revaluations of balances with own branches in accordance with Appendix 1g.
General guidelines
It follows from Article 5 that an institution shall report the total balances
with branches and that balances between different branches shall not
be reported.
Institutions that are branches shall not prepare a separate compilation
according to Appendix 1g since one branch cannot own another branch.
Article 2. Where applicable, the provisions in Appendix 6e shall apply
for the content in the items that specify revaluation of balances with own
branches.
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Appendix 6g The MFI report – contents of items when
reporting purchased, sold, securitised loans, etc.
Article 1. Articles 2–3 in this Appendix are applicable when reporting
contents of items purchased, sold, securitised loans, etc. according to
Appendix 1c.
Article 2. The institution shall report data on purchased, sold, securitised
loans etc. broken down both by counterparty to the securitised, sold or
acquired loan and by counterparty to the purchase, sale or securitisation
of the loan.
Article 3. For securitisation, sale or acquisition, counterparties domiciled
in Sweden or EMU countries shall be broken down by FVCs, MFIs and
other institutions, respectively. The ECB provides a list of FVCs in EMU
countries – a link to this can be found on Statistics Sweden’s web page for
the reporting of financial market statistics.
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Appendix 6h The MFI report – contents of items when
reporting loans administered by MFIs for FVCs
Article 1. Articles 2–6 in this Appendix are applicable when reporting
loans administered by MFIs for FVCs in accordance with Appendix 1d.
Article 2. Institutions shall report data on loans administered for financial vehicle corporations (FVCs). The data shall be broken down by both
counterparty to the loan administered and domicile of the FVC whose loan
the institution administers.
Article 3. Administration for a FVC means that the institution takes care
of the day-to-day work, for example by collecting interest and payments
from the securitised loan borrowers and paying out interest to the holders
of securities issued by the FVC.
Article 4. The reporting refers to outstanding amounts at the close of the
reporting period for the loans administered by the reporting institution
for FVCs.
Article 5. The reporting refers both to all loans administered by the institution for FVCs and to the loans that the institution itself has securitised
and still administers for FVCs.
Article 6. Data shall be reported regardless of the extent to which the
administered loans have affected the institution’s own balance sheet at the
time of securitisation.
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Appendix 7 Interest rate statistics – contents of items
Overnight loans
Article 1. Article 10, Appendix 6b for liabilities and the equivalent for
assets are applicable to these items.
Repurchase agreements
Article 2. Article 7, Appendix 6b for assets and Article 14, Appendix 6b
for liabilities are applicable to these items.
Overdrafts and revolving loans
Article 3. Article 2, paragraph 6, Appendix 6b is applicable to this item.
General guidelines
Overdrafts and revolving loans include for example overdraft facilities,
construction credits, extended and convenience credit card credits.
Overdrafts and revolving loans include overdrawn credit limits.
Other lending
Article 4. Lending other than that referred to in Articles 1, 2, 3 or 5 of this
Appendix is included under the item Other lending.
Amounts excluded from the interest rate analysis
Article 5. Problem loans with reduced interest rates are included in amounts
excluded from the interest analysis.
General guidelines
Problem loans refer to uncertain and past due loan claims for which
interest is not charged or for which the interest rate are below the market
conditions.
Collateral
Article 6. When breaking down lending by collateral, Article 3 of Appendix
6b is applicable.
On demand-deposits
Article 7. Article 11, appendix 6b is applicable to this item.
Deposits with agreed maturity
Article 8. Article 12, appendix 6b is applicable to this item.
Deposits redeemable at notice
Article 9. Article 13, appendix 6b is applicable to this item.
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IPS
Article 10. IPS includes individual pension savings in accordance with the
Individual Pension Savings Act (1993:931).
Original maturity
Article 11. Article 2, Appendix 6b, second paragraph, sets out the definition
of original maturity.
General guidelines
The original maturity for loans shall be equal to the loan’s current original
interest rate fixation period.
Remaining interest rate fixation period
Article 12. The term remaining interest rate fixation period refers to the
period of time from the date covered by the reporting until the end of the
interest rate fixation period.
New agreements
Article 13. All new agreements entered into between the reporting agent
and the Swedish counterparties, non-financial companies, households and
households’ non-profit organisations during the reporting period in question
shall be reported. However, new agreements concerning on demand-deposits, deposits redeemable at notice or overnight loans (liabilities) are
excluded. For overdrafts and revolving loans and overnight loans (assets),
outstanding amounts and interest rates are reported as new agreements.
General guidelines
New agreements include:
-- all financial agreements in which the terms and conditions that
affect the interest on deposits and lending are determined for the
first time,
-- all new agreements that are the result of direct negotiations regarding existing deposits and lending, and
-- extensions of existing agreements that indirectly entail the renegotiation of terms and conditions.
Counterpart sectors
Article 14. Articles 26–28 of Appendix 6c apply to the breakdown of items
into counterpart sectors in accordance with Appendix 2.
Reference dates and volumes
Article 15. Amounts and interest rates at the end of the month are reported
in the part of the report that refers to outstanding stocks. Interest rates are
reported in the part of the form that refers to new agreements as the average
of the agreed interest rates during the month, excluding overnight loans and
overdrafts and revolving loans. Amounts for new agreements, excluding
overnight loans and overdrafts and revolving loans, shall include all new
agreements for the month.
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